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Abstract
THE EFFECT OF EVAPORATION ON THE CAPILLARY PRESSURE
IN HEAT PIPES
Name: Benintendi, Steven, William

University of Dayton, 1992

Advisor: Dr. K.P. Hallinan

An investigation is made into the dynamics of the evaporation process in pores of
heat pipe wicks. The qualitative effect of evaporation in capillary pumped devices on
the capillary pressure is determined near the contact line within the representative

pores in the wick. The local capillary pressure is found to depend upon viscous
stresses associated with evaporation acting normal to the interface. The capillary

number is shown to characterize the viscous influence on the capillary pressure in the
region where solid-liquid intermolecular forces are unimportant. In this study only

small values of the capillary number (< 10-5) are considered, which is representative

of the maximum capillary numbers in operating heat pipes. A wedge model is used
in this analysis to approximate an evaporating interface. A regular perturbation

method is employed, expressing both the liquid and vapor velocity and pressure fields

in terms of the capillary number. A first order correction the the capillary pressure is
calculated and a critical capillary number determined. The critical capillary number
is the value of the capillary number where viscous stresses become important in

determining the pressure difference across and interface. It is found that for low
iii

contact angle fluids, viscous stresses become significant at low capillary numbers.
This result has significance to the heat pipe field where a maximum capillary pressure
based upon the Laplace-Young equation is usually used to represent the potential to

drive the fluid through the heat pipe cycle. The maximum capillary pressure which is
based on idealized static conditions may not be relevant for predicting the capillary
limit of heat pipes. Another aspect of this study is to investigate the validity of
the bounday layer assumption for the liquid phase near the contact line. It is found

that at small contact angles the boundary layer assumption is valid throughout the
entire liquid flow field but becomes less valid as the contact angle is increased. The

qualitative effects of the contact angle and temperature on the pressure gradients and
capillary pressure were determined. It was found that the contact angle significantly
affects the pressure gradients and the capillary pressure developed in heat pipes but
the temperature has only a small effect on the local capillary pressure developed in

the wedge region of the meniscus.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

As technology advances, so does the need for a more efficient heat removal sys
tem. Many of the modern heat removal techniques, such as free and forced con
vection as well as jet-impingment techniques have proved to be inadequate in high

heat flux applications. For example, heat fluxes in micro-electonics exceeding val

ues of 10 W/cm2 are beyond the capabilities of even the most sophisticated cooling
methodologies. This need for a more effective heat removal system has initiated re
search into capillary driven phase change heat transfer devices known as heat pipes.

Although heat pipes were developed in the early 1960’s, their mathmatical descrip

tion still remains relatively elusive. However, there has been a recent push towards
a better understanding of the fundamental thermo/fluid behavior of such devices,

with investigations concentrating on the dynamic interfacial effects at liquid-vapor

menisci integral to these devices and to important thin liquid film phenomena which
is significant at the intersection of the menisci with the walls of the microstructure

of the heat pipe wicks. A better fundamental understanding should increase the heat
transport capability of these devices to meet the current and future needs.
Although there are a variety devices that utilize capillarity, the one of interest in
this study is a heat pipe. A heat pipe is a self contained heat transfer device which is

capable of passively transferring large amounts of heat by utilizing a change of phase
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EVAPORATOR

ADIABATIC SECTION

CONDENSER

Figure 1.1: Schematic of heat pipe
of a working fluid. A schematic of a heat pipe can be seen in Figure 1.1. Heat from
the surroundings is added to the evaporator section of the heat pipe. A fluid, called
the working fluid, which in the liquid phase saturates a porus media on the inside

wall of the pipe, evaporates, thus absorbing the heat of vaporization. The vapor flows
through the adiabatic section to the condenser section where the heat is removed by
condensation. The liquid returns to the evaporator by one of several methods and

the cycle is repeated.

The method of liquid return to the evaporator depends on the type of heat pipe
chosen. In a rotating heat pipe the liquid is returned by centripetal forces induced by
the rotation of the heat pipe. Likewise, in a two-phase thermosyphon the liquid return

is facilitated by gravity forces. However, the most common method and the method

of relevance to this paper is liquid return by capillary forces. Capillary forces exist at

all liquid-vapor, liquid-liquid and liquid-solid interfaces but it is only the liquid-vapor
capillary forces which are responsible for capillary flows within heat pipes through the

porous wicks. These wicks can be meshes, grooves, or other types of porus media, but
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Figure 1.2: Effect of operating limits on heat transfer rate

all wicks share the ability to develop capillary forces due to the liquid-vapor interfaces
forming within the multitude of pores which act to drive liquid from the condenser

to the evaporator through the porous media.

1.1

Present Method

The current heat pipe literature for the design of heat pipes all discuss limits that
lead to failure of the heat pipe cycle discussed earlier [1], [2]. The five limits are the
vapor pressure Emit, sonic Emit, entrainment Emit, capillary Emit, and boiling Emit.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the significance of each Emit on the heat transfer rate of the
heat pipe. As illustrated by the figure, the maximum heat transfer rate is generally

limited by the capillary Emit, and will be the primary focus of the research described.
A description of the capillary limitation follows.
In steady state operation there are four pressure drops that are responsible for
the proper function of the heat pipe. The pressures are the capillary pressure, the

vapor pressure drop, the Equid pressure drop, and the gravitational pressure drop.
The capiUary pressure is the driving potential for the heat pipe, and is responsible

3

for driving the liquid through the entire pipe. The vapor pressure drop is defined as
the pressure required to push the vapor from the evaporator section to the condenser

section of the heat pipe. This term is not of great significance due to the small

density of the vapor as compared to the liquid except near critical point operation.
The liquid pressure drop is defined as the pressure required to push the liquid from
the condenser section to the evaporator section of the heat pipe, and is generally the

major contributor to the pressure drops in the heat pipe cycle. The gravitational

pressure drop is due to the inclination of the heat pipe with the horizontal. If the

evaporator is above the condenser, some of the capillary potential must be used to
overcome this gravitational head.
The mathematical description of the vapor pressure drop, liquid pressure drop,

and gravitational pressure drop are well known and established in fluid dynamics.
However, the mathematical description of the capillary pressure has been the subject

of research over the past couple years. The present method for determining the
capillary pressure is based upon three assumptions: i). a static condition exists on
the liquid-vapor interface within the evaporator; ii). the condenser is flooded with

fluid, thus yielding a flat interface in the condenser; and iii).

the working fluid

perfectly wets the wick. The second condition of a flat liquid-vapor interface in the

condenser results in no pressure difference across the interface in the condenser. As
a result, the capillary pressure can be determined by only evaluating the pressure

difference across the interface in the evaporator section. Defay and Prigogine [17]
use the Gibb’s concept of a surface of tension separating the two phases to derive
the equation for the pressure difference across an interface based upon a static force

balance on the meniscus depicted in Figure 1.3. This equation is the well known
Laplace-Young equation, which is:

Pv - Pl = — COs(0m),
r.
4

(1.1)

Figure 1.3: Forces and geometry of interface
where Pv and Pi are the vapor and liquid pressures respectively, a is the surface
tension, rc is the radius of curvature of the interface, and 6m is the apparent contact

angle. Thus, balancing pressures in the heat pipe cycle results in the condition that
— cos(#m) > AP/ + APS + APV.
rc

If this condition is not met, the heat pipe supposedly will not function.
Although the present theory is based upon sound, well founded principles, exper

imentally the theory does not always describe the operational processes of the heat
pipe. It is a well documented fact that design data does not always match exper

imental data. Figure 1.4 illustrates this point. The inability to accurately predict

heat pipe operations is a hindrance to its use on a large scale basis in many industrial

and aerospace applications. The recent research objectives have been to better un
derstand the physics occuring at the interface of two mediums. An accurate theory
could provide limitless applications for the capillary driven heat pipe, and could offer

possible expansion in applications where interfacial phenomena are essential.
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of design vs experimental data

1.2

Scope of Research

The purpose of the previous section was to give some backround information on

the problem and to provide some type of motivation to this research effort. It is not
the intention of this study to propose a new theory for heat pipe design, but to take
a small step in that direction, especially in identifying the role of dynamics on the

capillary pressure at the menisci within the heat pipe evaporator wick. There are four
major goals of this research. The first goal is to determine at what capillary numbers

do viscous stresses become important in determining the pressure difference across
the interface. The second goal is to determine the relative values of the pressure

gradients in the x and y directions for the liquid phase. The third goal of this study

is to determine how the apparent contact angle affects both the importance of viscous
stresses on the capillary pressure and the relative values of the pressure gradients. The

fourth and final goal is to determine the effect of temperature on all of the previous

investigations. The importance of each goal as it pertains to the development of a

6

new heat pipe design theory will be discussed.

As discussed in the previous section, the capillary pressure is currently determined

using static conditions. In heat pipes, however, there are dynamic processes occuring
as a result of evaporation at the interface. It makes sense that evaporation does induce
some type of force on the interface that a static evaluation neglects. Prosperetti [3]

and others have developed an equation of normal stress acting on an interface as

(Pv - Pi) + n-

(ti - tv)

• n + J(uv - ui) • n = a/C,

(1.2)

where t is the shear stress tensor, J is the evaporative mass flux, and )C is the curvature

of the interface. The significance of the normal stress equation is that it relates the
capillary pressure to viscous forces acting normal to the interface. So, evaporation
affects the capillary pressure by inducing viscous stress on the interface. The next

question that must be answered is at what flow rates do these viscous stresses become

important. Non-dimensionalization of the normal stress equation indicates that the
capillary number (Ca = ^) characterizes the importance of viscous stresses acting
on the interface. Consequently, the question concerning the effect of viscous forces
on the capillary pressure can be answered by determining at what magnitude of the

capillary number are normal viscous forces significant.

The important aspect of determining the effect of viscous forces on the capillary
pressure as it pertains to heat pipe design theory is as follows. If the capillary number

is below the critical capillary number (the capillary number where viscous stresses

are important) then the Laplace-Young equation for the capillary pressure would be
analytically valid. However, if above the critical capillary number, viscous forces must
be considered. For this case, the Laplace-Young equation is not valid for determining
the capillary pressure across the interface, and the prediction of the capillary limit

using this equation is equally invalid. Figure 1.4 suggests the likely consequence

of using the Laplace-Young equation under circumstances where viscous forces are
7

important.

The purpose of determining the values of the pressure gradients for the liquid phase
is to verify assumptions done in an analysis by Chebaro and Hallinan [4]. Chebaro

and Hallinan look at a very similar problem as the one studied here. However, their
model takes into account thin film and curvature effects on the evaporation rates and
consequently, the capillary pressure. In their analysis, a boundary layer assumption

is made regarding the liquid flow as it approaches the interface. It is the goal of this
study to determine under what conditions this assumption is valid.

The third goal of determining the effect of contact angle on the preceeding goals

is a design consideration. Contact angles have been the subject of many studies
recently. Kafka and Dussan [5], Huh and Scriven [6], and Cox [7] all discuss the topic
of contact angle. Cox describes a model of an interface near the contact line with

three regions. He separately treats each region then connects these regions using the
method of matched asymptotic expansions. The importance of his analysis for the
goal here is that he suggests that the inner-region affects the outer-region through the
apparent contact angle only, which is the angle that is macroscopically observed. This
likewise has been shown by Kafka and Dussan [5]. Cox and others do not discuss the

effect of contact angle on the capillary pressure. Consequently, it is the goal of this
research to determine how the contact angle affects the capillary pressure developed

across the interface.

The last goal is also a design consideration. Determining the affect of temperature
on the viscous forces and eventually on the capillary pressure is practically useful in

assessing the role of temperature on the function of a heat pipe.

8

CHAPTER 2

ANALYTICAL MODEL

This chapter discusses a simple wedge model of the interface that is used through

out this study. The chapter will also discuss the assumptions involved in developing
the model as well as the specification of the mass flux rate at the interface. A section

will be included that discusses the conditions under which this model is valid.

2.1

Wedge Model

To simplify this research, the focus of this study will be on one pore within the
wick of the evaporator section. This pore will now be modeled as a capillary tube

that is geometrically similar to the pore. This study will specifically focus on a region
close to the contact line as shown in Figure 2.1. Over the past several years there
have been many models introduced to describe this region of an evaporating interface.
The physical model that seems to best describe the events occuring at the interface

is separated into three regions: i). the adsorbed film region, ii). the transition region,

and iii). the meniscus region. Figure 2.2 shows the interface and the three regions.

Dussan [8], Derjaguin [9] and others have shown that an adsorbed fluid layer precedes
the contact line for a wetting fluid. This adsorbed layer has a finite thickness and is in

equilibrium with the second bulk fluid. The transition region connects the adsorbed
region and the meniscus region. Potash and Wayner [10] recommend the use of this
9

Interface

Vapor

Liquid

x Contact Line

Figure 2.1: Area of interest

Figure 2.2: Three Region Model of Interface
region to alleviate experimental discontinuities in the evaproative flux. The meniscus
region is what is observed when viewing a capillary meniscus and is characterized by

a constant radius of curvature.
However, for the present purposes, the three region model of the interface can

be further simplified by neglecting the adsorbed layer and the transition region and
concentrating on a wedge type simplification of this contact line region as depicted in

Figure 2.3. The interface meets the solid wall at an angle

the apparent contact

angle. The apparent contact angle is that angle that is macroscopically observed.
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Figure 2.3: Wedge Model of Interface

Of course, this angle depends upon the perspective of the viewer and also upon
the magnification used to determine the angle. The validity of transforming the three
region model into the wedge model rests on the work of Dussan [8], and Cox [7]. They

point out that neglecting the adsorbed layer and the transition region, collectively
called the inner region, does not significantly affect the results in the macroscopic

portion of the interface, called the outer region. They state that the outer region

is insensitve to the inner region except through the inner regions influence on the
apparent contact angle. However, in this study, it is assumed that the apparent

contact angle is known. Thus, the influence of the inner region on the outer region is
specified. Note that one of the goals is to study the influence of the apparent contact

angle on the flow and pressure fields.

2.2

Mass Flux Profile

The type of mass flux profile is essential to the analysis involved in this study.
As will be discussed in the next chapter, the mass flux profile is one of the boundary

conditions used to determine the velocity field. To determine the mass flux profile,

11

an assumption must be made about the interfacial temperature. Since the model is

of a pore in the evaporator section, and the size of the pore is small as compared to
the size of the evaporator section, it will be assumed that the interfacial temperature
is approximately a constant. This assumption is significant in two ways.
First, the surface tension is a thermodynamic quantity which is primarily a func

tion of temperature. Thus, as a result of an isothermal assumption for the interfacial

temperature, the surface tension is a constant across the entire interface. A constant
surface tension rules out any investigation into thermocapillary and Marangoni con
vection effects. Both of these effects relate to fluid motion due to stresses induced by
a gradient in the surface tension which in turn is produced by a temperature gradient.

Although in heat pipes with porous wicks, it is assumed that thermocapillarity is not

significant, there are many other interfacial applications where temperature gradients
across the interface are present and fluid flows as a result of the stresses induced
by the surface tension gradient. As an example, heat pipes with square or wedged

grooves instead of porous wicks may have temperature gradients sufficient to produce
thermocapillary effects.
The second way in which a constant interfacial temperature is significant is in

the specification of the mass flux. Over the majority of the meniscus where capillar

ity controls the pressure difference across the interface, the evaporation rate will be

determined according to Schrage [11] as
m =

Ci

m

y/2

2ttr)

Plv _ Py \

r,1/2

r„1/27 ’

(2-1)

where Piv is the quasi-equilibrium vapor pressure at the temperature of the interface

J/v, and Pv and Tv are the vapor pressure and temperature respectively. The sig
nificance of this equation is that for an isothermal interface with a nearly constant

curvature (outside of the thin film region), the evaporation rate will be nearly uni
form. Only in the adsorbed film and the transition region will the evaporation rate

12

Figure 2.4: Mass Flux Profiles
deviate from uniformity, approaching zero as the adsorbed film is approached from

the thin film side of the contact line. Figure 2.4 shows the ideal evaporation profile

that should be investigated and the distance over which molecular forces act, denoted
by s in the figure. In the early stages of this study, this was the profile that was as

sumed but was impeded by many problems that at the time seemed insurmountable.
As a result, since the distance over which the mass flux profile deviated from unifor

mity was extremely small, it was assumed that the constant mass flux acted across
the entire interface also illustrated in Figure 2.4. Chebaro and Hallinan [4] indeed

showed that the region over which the mass flux profile is not uniform is extremely
small for isothermal conditions and consequently it is hoped that its effect on the rest

of the field is insignificant.
Although the assumption of a constant mass flux acting across the entire interface

greatly simplifies the mathematical analysis involved, it does cause an infinite shear
stress at the contact line. In the upcoming chapters, it will be shown that the error
imposed as a result of the infinite shear stress can be overcome with minimal effect

13

on the overall velocity and pressure field solutions. Chapter 5 will discuss the method

used to overcome the singularity that arises at the contact line.

2.3

Validity of Model

The purpose of this model is to find how evaporation affects the capillary pressure
acting across the interface. All the assumptions that are made in this model should not
invalidate the results that are obtained. As discussed earlier, neglecting the adsorbed

layer and the transition region only affects the outer region through the apparent

contact angle, which is specified. The question remains then how the meniscus region

of an interface can be modeled as a wedge. Huh and Scriven [6] and de Gennes [12]

discuss a wedge model for the interface. To model the interface as a wedge, one of a
number of conditions must be true. A wedge model would be valid if the radius of
curvature of the interface in the meniscus region is much larger than the radius of the
pore. For example, this condition exists in start up procedures in heat pipes. Another
situation for which this model would be valid is if the arc length of the interface in
the meniscus region is small as compared to the radius of the pore. Indeed, this is
the case for this study as shown by Figure 2.1. This model is only concerned about

the portion of the interface close to the contact line; thus, if the interface length in
the wedge model is less than the radius of the pore, this model would be valid.

14

CHAPTER 3
VELOCITY FIELD

This chapter describes the solution of the flow field near the contact line region

and additionally emphasizes the significance of the flow field as it relates to the
determination of the capillary pressure. The governing conservation equations for the

model will be applied along with appropriate boundary conditions. The boundary

conditions are conditions at the evaporating interface and the solid boundary. A

regular perturbation expansion will be made to the velocity field and the first order
velocity will be calculated. It will be shown that the first order velocity is all that is
required in order to compute the dynamic correction to the capillary pressure. As a

check of the qualitative accuracy of the velocity, several streamlines will be plotted

for several different cases.

3.1

Governing Equation

In many capillary pumped devices and other small channel geometries, the flow is

characterized by small Reynolds numbers and small Bond numbers for both phases.
The Reynolds number, Re =

is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces;

thus for small Reynolds numbers inertial effects are negligible. The Bond number,

B=

is the ratio of gravity forces to surface tension forces and likewise, for small

Bond numbers gravity effects are negligible in the vicinity of the interface. Based
15

upon these two hypotheses, the Navier-Stokes equation is
-VP + /zV2u = 0.

(3-1)

This applies to both the liquid and vapor phases. This can be non-dimensionalized

using the following transformations,
PR
a
u
u =
U'
r
*

P’ =

T

(3-2)

~R'

where P* is the dimensionless pressure, R is the radius of the pore, and U is a
characteristic velocity. The resulting non-dimensional momentum equation is

- V*P* + CaV*V = 0

(3.3)

- V*P* + ACaV*2u* = 0

(3.4)

for the liquid phase, and

for the vapor phase, where Ca =

is the capillary number, and A = ^.

To study the perturbing effects of viscous forces on the capillary pressure, a regular

perturbation method will be employed. Since the capillary number gauges the im
portance of dynamic viscous terms in the non-dimensional momentum equation, the

capillary number is a reasonable choice for the expansion parameter. Dropping the

asterisk for brevity but assuming dimensionless quantities, the pressure and velocity
fields are asymptotically expanded according to
Pi — Poi + CaPu + • • •,

Pv — Pqv + \CaPXv + • • •,

"T * " ’ •

U — ^OZ,Ou "h
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(3-5)

For the perturbation analysis, terms of order Ca2 and higher are neglected for any
variable expanded in terms of the capillary number. Thus, the solution will be limited
to very small capillary numbers, which are typical of the heat pipes pore flow.
Upon substitution of these relations into the non-dimensionalized momentum
equation, Eq.s 3.3 and 3.4, the first order correction to the pressure field is seen to
depend solely on the zeroth order velocity field. The reason the zeroth order velocity

is the only term required to determine this is that the coefficient of the viscous term
in the governing equations is the capillary number Co, the expansion parameter in

the perturbation analysis. Since the primary interest is the correction to the pressure
at small capillary numbers, only the zeroth order velocity field must be determined.

To eliminate the pressure term from the governing equation to yield only a hydrodynamic equation, the curl of the liquid and vapor momentum equations are taken.
The governing equation for both phases then becomes

V x (/2z,vV2uoz,ov) = 0

(3.6)

Due to the assumed two-dimensionality of the geometry, the stream function is intro
duced. The components of velocity in terms of the stream function are

= r~d¥

= ~~d7'

where the geometry is defined in Figure 2.3 and a plane-polar coordinate system is
used. The stream function could also be expanded in terms of the capillary number

and related to the zeroth order velocities by
,
A _ 1
(«0<,0v)r -

01,Ov

1

and

z

\

d'ioi

(wOz,ou)«/> —----- —

,0v

(3-7)

Substituting Eq 3.7 into Eq 3.6 yields the biharmonic equation
V4^0/,0v = 0.

(3-8)

Eq 3.8 is a fourth order differential equation for the zeroth order stream functions

whose solution will give the zeroth order flow field for both liquid and vapor phases.
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3.2

Boundary Conditions

In order to solve the fourth order differential equation for each phase, a total
of eight boundary conditions must be imposed. The boundary conditions imposed

by an evaporating interface have been an object of research and debate for several

years. Prosperetti [3], Cox [7], and Huh and Mason [13] cite three boudary conditions
specified at the interface and one condition specified at the wall. These conditions

have been widely used throughout the academic community although there is still
some discrepency as to their validity.

The first boundary conditions imposed are a no-slip and an impermeability con
dition at the wall. These are obvious boundary conditions which are experimentally

based and used extensively throughout fluid mechanics. However, the no-slip bound
ary condition coupled with the assumed mass flux profile will cause an infinite shear

stress at the contact line. Huh and Mason [13], Hocking [14], and others have used a
slip condition near the contact line to alleviate the infinite shear stress. This method
has not been experimentally verified but is a convenient way to avoid the singularity
at the contact line. As Cox [7] points out, the dynamics of a region very near the

contact line (called the inner region), will not greatly affect the dynamics of the region

of interest in this study (called the outer region). For this reason, the inner region

will be neglected in the solution of the velocity field and a no-slip boundary condition
will be imposed over the entire geometry. Implementing the stream functions, the
boundary conditions imposed by no-slip and impermeability are

^0/ = 0
d^Soi _
d(j>

at
at

<£ = 0

(3.9)

<^ = 0

(3.10)

(f) = TT

(3.H)

for the liquid phase, and
'S’ov = o

at
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dy

Ou

d(j)

=0

at

<j> = 7r

(3-12)

for the vapor phase. One reason the wall boundary conditions are so important is

that four of the eight boundary conditions are derived from the condition at the wall.
The second boundary condition and the first interfacial boundary condition is a
continuity of normal flux at the interface. In the absence of chemical reactions and

diffusion, the conservation of mass for a pure fluid is
pi(ui • n) - pv(uv • n) = 0.

(3.13)

From Chapter 2, the model considers an isothermal interface and consequently a
constant mass flux from the interface. Let J/ = pi(ui • n) specify the liquid mass flux

from the interface. Non-dimensionalizing this equation according to Eq. 3.2 results

in
u*i • n —

PiU

One of the reasons a polar coordinate system was used for this plane interface model
is that u*i • n is the ^-component of the velocity vector. This really evolves due to

the orgin of the coordinate system at the contact line and the use of a wedge model

for the interface. As before, expanding the velocity according to Eq. 3.5 and utilizing
the stream function for the zeroth order velocity, Eq. 3.7 gives

dyoi
dr
where J, =

Ji->

(3-14)

Since the right hand side of this equation is dimensionless,

can be

arbitrarily set to one. This yields the normal flux boundary condition for the liquid
phase as

dy 01
—
dr

1

at

where again, 0rn is the apparent contact angle.
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m5

(3.15)

To derive the normal flux boundary condition for the vapor phase, from Eq. 3.13
pv(uv • n) = Ji.

Expanding uv in terms of capillary number and using the stream function results in

dr

Noting that

=----- -.
pvU

= J, = 1, the normal flux boundary condition for the vapor phase is
-1

dr
where a =

(3.16)

at

a

(f> — 0m

(3-17)

Eq.s 3.15 and 3.17 are the two normal boundary conditions that will be

used. With the addition of these two equations, six of the eight boundary equations
are specified.
The next boundary condition that will be imposed at the interface is the conti
nuity of tangential velocities between the liquid and vapor phases. This is the most

suspect of all the boundary conditions used in this analysis. The continuity of tan
gential velocity at a liquid-liquid or liquid-gas interface is not derived from a general
conservation equation but, as Prosperetti [3] states, is an analogy to the no-slip con

dition observed at a solid-liquid or solid-gas interface. Unlike the solid boundary case,
however, the assumption of continuity of tangential velocities at a fluid-fluid inter
face is neither theoretically nor experimentally based. Nevertheless, when considering

viscous effects in both phases, a relationship between tangential velocities must be
specified. The no-slip relationship between tangential velocities is given by
(3.18)
This equation can be non-dimensionalized and simplified by noting that by using

the wedge model for the interface, the tangential velocity at the interface is the

r-component of the velocity vector. As in the analysis for the normal flux boundary
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condition, if the velocity is expanded by the capillary number and the stream function
is used for the zeroth order velocity, the boundary condition corresponding to the
continuity of tangential velocities is

at

d<t>

(3.19)

(/) — 0m.

The final boundary condition at the interface is the balance of tangential shear

stress. Prosperetti [3] derives this condition from the conservation of momentum.
Without the details of the derivation, this boundary condition is given by
t
where

t

• (ti —

—r
• n = Va • 2,

tv)

(3.20)

is the shear stress tensor and a is the surface tension. The surface tension

is a thermodynamic property that is dependent mainly upon temperature and as

discussed in Chapter 2, the model considers an isothermal interface. Thus, the surface
tension is constant. The restriction of an isothermal interface prevents the study of

thermocapillarity and Marangoni convection effects, as illustrated by Eq. 3.20.
For an incompressible Stokesian fluid, the shear stress tensor can be given in terms

of velocity gradients through the rate of deformation tensor. The relationship is
t

= 2/zD.

The rate of deformation tensor is given in polar coordinates in Malvern [15] as well as
other continuum mechanics texts. Utilizing the stream function definitions in D, and

substituting into Eq. 3.20 and non-dimensionalizing, the tangential stress boundary
condition is given by
a2$°, _ dVo*

r2

d2Vol d2^
d<f>2

r dr

d(f>2

ld$0,
r dr

at

(j) = 6m. (3.21)

This equation completes the set of boundary equation needed to solve for the velocity

field near an evaporating interface.
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3.3

Solution

The solution to the fourth order biharmonic equation has been known for a long

time. Cox [7], Huh and Scriven [6], and Moffatt [16] all suggest a solution to the
biharmonic equation in the form

^o/,ov = r[(

+ Bt,v) cos(</>) + (G,v<£ + £>,,„) sin(</>)].

(3.22)

Indeed this assumed solution does satisfy the differential equation but to be a valid so

lution, it must also satisfy the boundary conditions. To solve for the eight coefficients,
Eq. 3.22 will be substituted into the eight boundary equations. If the assumed solu
tion is substituted into the four wall boundary conditions, Eq.s 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12,
the following equations result

Bi = 0,

(3.23)

At + Dt = 0,

(3.24)

Bv = 0,

Avtt +

(3.25)

Av + C*v7r 4* Dv — 0.

(3.26)

Substituting the assumed solution into the normal flux boundary condition, Eq.s 3.15,

3.17, gives the equations
(Ai0m + Bi) cos (<9m) + (Ci3m + Di) sin(0m) = -1,

(Av0m + Bv) cos(0m) + (CyQm + Dy) sm(3m) =

a

(3.27)
(3.28)

The tangential velocity boundary condition becomes upon substitution of the assumed

solution in Eq. 3.19
AAi-Bi sin(^m)+BC'/+P/ cos(3m)-AAy+Bv sin(3m)-BCv-Dv cos(3m) = 0, (3.29)
where,

— cos(0m)
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3m sin(0m),

B = 3m cos(0m) + sin(0m).
To transform the tangential stress equation, Eq. 3.21, into an equation involving the

coefficients of the assumed solution, the right hand side of the equation must be

manipulated. Recall that at </> = 0m, the normal flux boundary condition specifies

that
=

dr
From the continuity of normal flux at the interface, it can be shown that

dr

dr

From this equation, it is obvious that the second derivatives of the stream functions
(both liquid and vapor) with respect to r are zero. This simplifies the right hand side

of Eq. 3.21. Substituting the assumed solution into the left hand side of the equation
results in the equation
CAi-Bi cos(3m)+DCi—Di sin(3m)-\[CAv-Bv cos(3m)+DCv—Dv sin(0m)] = -—
a
(3.30)
where,

C—

2 sin($m)

3m cos(^m),

D = 2 cos(3m) - 3m sin(0m).

Assuming the solution to the differential equation reduces the solution of the flow
field to the solution of eight equations and eight unknowns. The system of eight

equations was solved using MAPLE, a symbolic solver software package. The power
of MAPLE is that it can translate equations into Fortran 77 code which can be
implemented into a larger code as separate subroutines. The coefficients are given

in Appendix B using notation from the program listed in Appendix A. Now that
the coefficients are determined, the stream function is known, and consequently, the
23

entire zeroth order velocity field is known. In Chapter 6, the flow field will be plotted

for a number of cases.
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CHAPTER 4

PRESSURE EVALUATION

Now that the zeroth order velocity field is known, the zeroth and first order
pressures for each phase can be analytically determined. This chapter discusses the
analysis involved in determining the zeroth and first order capillary pressure. The re

sulting equations for the pressures are known within an arbitraty constant. However,
to have a complete expression for the pressures, these constants must be evaluated.

Liquid and Vapor Pressure

4.1

In the previous chapter, the curl of the governing equation was taken to yield
only a hydrodynamic equation. This equation was used to solve for the zeroth order

velocity field for both phases. Now, with the zeroth order velocity fields known,
the governing momentum equations can be used to determine the liquid and vapor
pressure fields. Non-dimensionalized, the governing momentum equation for the liquid

phase is, neglecting inertial forces and gravity forces and dropping the asterisk for

brevity,

- VP, + CaV2u, = 0.
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(4.1)

Expanding this expression and comparing unit vectors, the following equations for

the liquid pressure result:

dPl _
dr
ldPi _
r d<t> ~

/1 duir
d2Uir
1 duir
yr dr + dr2 + r2 dfi2

flduij,
\r dr

llfr
r2

2 du^\
r2 d(/> )

d2ui4>
2 duir
1 du^
dr2 + r2 d<t> + r2 d<f>2

u^\
r2 J

(

}

Expanding the liquid pressure and the velocity vector by the capillary number as in
Eq. 3.5, expressing the velocities in terms of the stream function as in Eq. 3.7, and

comparing like orders of the capillary number results in the following equations
(4-3)

dPu _ 1 d Zl <9T0/
dr
r dr \r d(j)

— f

dr2 \r d(/> )

, J__2_ (1
r2 d()>2 \r d(j> )

l
, 2 p2M
r2 yr d$ J r2 \drd(/> )

(4-4)

for the r-direction, and

dPoi
=0
d(f>

r d(j)

r dr y dr )

dr2 y

(4-5)

dr )

i / dfrpA
r2 y dr J

r2 drf>2 y

dr J

2 d /idfl0A
r2 dd yr d(j) ) ’

(4-6)

for the </>-direct ion.
In a very similar manner, the expression for the vapor pressure can be determined.

The non-dimensionalized governing equation for the vapor phase is, again assuming
all quantities dimensionless,
— VPv + ACaV2uv = 0.
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(4-7)

Using the same steps as for the liquid phase except expanding the pressure in terms
of ACa, as in Eq. 3.5, the equations for the vapor pressure in the r-direction are given

by
dP(Ov
= 0,
dr
dP, lv
dr

1 d Zl d'Sf Ov
r dr \r d(/> I

+ 92

dr2 \r d(p I

(4-8)

+

1 d2 /ldtf Ov
r2 d(/)2 \r d(p

l
+ - P2,M
r2 \r d(f) )
r2 \drd<j) )

(4-9)

In a likewise manner, the equations for the vapor pressure in the ^-direction are given
by
9P, Ov
= 0,
d(f>

ldPlv
r d(/)

ld_
r dr

Ov

dr

+

* dflov
dr2 <
dr

(4.10)

+

1 d2
a® Ov
r2 d(j)2 \ dr

1
3$ Ov
2 d f!dyOv\
+
r2 y dr y
r2 d</> \r d(/>

(4.H)

These expressions for the gradient of the pressure can be used to solve for the
pressure field as well as the pressure gradients normal and parallel to the solid wall. To

solve for the pressure fields the solution for the stream function is slightly rearranged
according to

^OZ,Ov = r^OZ,Ov(^)?

where $o/,ov = (A,v^ + -®z,v) cos(</>) +

+ P/)V) sin(</>) to be equivalent to the

previous assumed solution. Substituting this expression into the equations for the
liquid and vapor pressure gives

dPpifiv
dr

dPn,iv — _L<h(3) + 4<&(1)
2 ^O/,Ov ’
dr “ ^2V0/,0v
dPoi,ov
= 05
d(j>
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(4-12)
(4-13)
(4-14)

dP^,,

Ihh

d(j)

1
i$(2)

r ^Ol,Ov

I

1
0/,0v5
rH

(4.15)

where the superscripts indicate differentiation with respect to </>. Integrating these

expressions, the zeroth order and first order liquid and vapor pressures are given by
Poi — Koi,

(4-16)

POv = KOv,

(4.17)

Pi/ = i[2Aj cos(</>) + 2Ci sin(</>)] + Klh
r

(4.18)

Piv = ~[2AV cos(</>) + 2CV sin(</>)] + Klv.
r

(4.19)

It is obvious that the zeroth order capillary pressure which represents the static
pressure field is just a constant

(Pv — P/)o — Kov — Poi — Povi-

(4.20)

Also, as stated in the introduction, the first order capillary pressure is known within
an arbitrary constant since all the constants (A,B,C,D) for both the liquid and vapor
phases were solved in Chapter 3. The first order capillary pressure is given by

(Pv - P/)i = i [2(AV - Ai) cos(<£) + 2(CV - Ci) sin(</>)] + Klvh

(4.21)

where K\vi = Kiv — Ku. Before any quantitative results about the capillary pressure
can be made, the integration constants KOvi and Klvi must be determined. These con
stants can not be determined through the governing equation or boundary conditions
thus further analysis must be applied for their determination.

4.2

Pressure Gradients
As stated in Chapter 1, one of the goals of this research is to verify the boundary

layer assumption that there is a negligible pressure gradient normal to the solid surface
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as compared to the pressure gradient parallel to the solid surface in the liquid phase.
As stated in the previous section, some further analysis must be done before the
pressure field is entirely specified. However, the expression for the pressure gradient
normal and parallel to the wall can be derived and completely known since derivatives

of the pressure are involved and the constants of integration drop out. Note that the
solution to the pressure fields are in a r-b coordinate system so to transform to a x-y

coordinate system the chain rule must be applied. The major analysis for this section

is already done since the gradient of the pressure with respect to both r and <f> was

solved earlier, Eq.s 4.12-4.15. Using these equations and the chain rule, the zeroth
order liquid pressure gradients are

dPoi
= 0,
dx
dPpi
= 0.
dy
In a similar manner, the first order pressure gradients are given by

dPl‘ = (+ -U«j cos(^) + (%£’ +
dx
\r'

dPu
dy

-SinW

+ ^S’) sinW + (^ + ;*o,)

(4.22)

(4-23)

(4.24)

where,

$0/ = (A/</> + Bi) cos(</>) + (<7/</> + Di) sin(</>),

$oP = (^/ + Ci(/> + A) cos(</>) + (Ci - Ai<t> - Bi) sin(</>),
_ (2(7/ - Ai<J) - Bi) cos(</>) - (2Ai + (7/<£ + P/) sin(</>),

= —(3A/ -f- Crf + Di) cos(</>) T (—3(7/ 4- Ai(/> + Bi) sin(</>).

Since the velocity field is solved and the coefficients known, the pressure gradients

can be evaluated without any further analysis. Chapter 6 shows plots comparing
the liquid pressure gradient in the x-direction to the liquid pressure gradient in the

y-direction for different contact angles and operating temperatures.
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CHAPTER 5

CONTROL VOLUME ANALYSIS

This chapter discusses the analysis in determining the constants of integration

that arise in the evaluation of the pressure that was derived in Chapter 4. A rect

angular control volume is placed through the interface so as to be in both phases
and the forces along the control surface are evaluated, as shown in Figure 5.1. This
leads to an expression for the difference in the integration constants. Eq. 4.21 showed

that this difference in the integration constants is all that is required to completely
calculate the correction in the capillary pressure. In the process of determining the
integration constants, the method for overcoming the singularity in the shear stress
at the contact line will also be discussed.

5.1

Introduction
In the preceeding chapter, an expression for the liquid and vapor pressures were

derived from the governing equations of the system. These expressions were known
except for the constants of integration. Thus within a constant, the correction to the
pressure field for each phase is known as indicated by Eqs. 4.16-4.19. To make the

results valid, these constants of integration must be determined. From Eqs. 4.20 and

4.21 however, it is clear that just the difference in the constants, KOvi and K^i, must
be determined to evaluate the zeroth and first order capillary pressure.
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Interface

Figure 5.1: Control Volume Diagram

In heat pipes as well as other capillary driven devices where there is a continual
supply of fluid to the evaporating interface, the position of the interface stays rela

tively stationary. Since the interface is considered stationary, a static situation exists
and the forces acting on the control volume must balance. Based upon this premise,
an expression can be derived for the difference in the integration constants,

Kqvi

and

Klvb

5.2

Analysis
The geometry that will be used in the analysis is given in Figure 5.1. There are

four types of forces that can be identified as acting on the control volume:

• Pressure Forces
• Momentum Forces
• Shear Forces
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• Surface Tension Forces

Because only the difference in the integration constants, KOvi and Kivi, must be

determined, only one static equation is required. Due to the geometry of the control
volume, the balance of forces in the x-direction will be used. Note that the constants
could be determined individually by also applying the balance of moments about a

point. However, for this study their determination will not be necessary.
The pressure in the governing equation represents the pressure due to fluid motion.

Hydrostatic pressure is not considered since the gravity term has been neglected.
Since only the forces in the x-direction are considered, the pressure is evaluated on

faces two and four. The force due to the pressure on face two is given in dimensional
form by
Fpress —

I
Jo

F)(w, ?/)</?/

(5-1)

where h is the control volume height and w is the control volume half-width. The

force on face four is similarily given by
M

Fpress — I Pv(
Jo

^iP^dy.

(5-2)

These are the only two pressure forces that act in the x-direction and thus, all of the
pressure forces have been accounted for.

Due to the fluid motion, there will be momentum forces acting on the control vol

ume. Using Reynolds Transport Theorem, the momentum forces acting on a control
surface is given by
^mom —

[ PUX(u ’ n)dA.
9c J

This equation must be used on faces two, three, and four. Face one is an impermeable
wall so no fluid crosses the control surface. On face two, the momentum force is given
by

/*/i
Fmom = /

Jo

Pi[uxi(w,y)]2dy.
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(5.3)

Likewise, the momentum force acting on face four is

I

fh

Fmom —

^bZ/)] dy.

Jo

(5*4)

Because the interface cuts face three, the momentum force must be expressed by two
integrals. The momentum force on face three is given by

Z

rw

b

pvuxv(x,h)uyv(x,h)dx +

piuxi(x,h)uyi(x,h)dx,

(5.5)

Jb

-w

where b is the abscissa of the point where the interface cuts face three (see Fig. 5.1).

These are the only forces in the x-direction due to momentum.
To determine the shear forces acting on the faces, since the pressure forces have
already been accounted for, the shear stress tensor will be used. The shear stress
tensor from Chapter 2 can be used to show that the two shear stresses of interest are
dux
T- = 2^

Using the expression for

txx,

,
and

=

Z dux

+

duv \

(5-6)

the shear force on face two is given by
shear

duxi(w,y)
= /[h 2/Z;
dy.
dx
Jo

(5.7)

Also using the rxx equation, the shear force on face four is given by
shear = ~

duxv(—w,y)
f'h
dy.
ZpvJo
dx

(5-8)

The shear stress in the x-direction on face three is ryx and the resulting force is split

into two integrals due to the interface intersecting this face. The equation for the

shear forces acting on face three is given by
Ffshear =

/
J —w

rw
duxv(x,K) + duyv(x,1i)
duxi(x, h)
dx +
pi
dx
Jb
dy
dy

duyi(x, h)
dx.
dx
(5-9)

Before giving the equation for the shear force acting on face one, the issue of the
infinite shear stress at the contact line must be considered.
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Recall that specifying a no-slip condition plus a uniform evaporation rate across
the entire interface will result in an infinite shear stress at the contact line. From

Figure 5.1, the shear force on face one is evaluated across the singularity at the

contact line. To overcome this singularity, techniques used in the similar problem

of an advancing interface were used. In the analysis of an advancing interface, the
problem of an infinite shear stress at the contact line also rises. To alleviate the
infinite stress, a number of slip models have been proposed. Slip models allow for the
slip of fluid along the wall at the contact line. Huh and Mason [13], Hocking [14], and

others discuss several different slip models. The model of interest to this study is one
in which allows for slippage over a distance e around the contact line but allows for no

slippage outside of the e region. Basically, this slip model neglects any shear stresses
around a small region about the contact line and as a result, the infinite shear stress

is alleviated. Using the slip model, the shear force on face one is given by

duxv(^x, 0)
dy

diiyV (x, 0)
dx

dllxl(x, 0)

duyi(x,0)
dx,
dx

where e is the distance over which slip occurs and no shear stresses are induced.
Before Eq. 5.10 can be evaluated the slip distance, e, must be specified. Huh and
Mason [13] suggest that a continuum approach to the description of the fluid at the
contact line fails and that a slip length on the order of the molecular diameter of the

liquid would be appropriate to remove the mathematical singularity that arises at the
contact line.
The last force that is acting on the control volume is the surface tension force. As

discussed earlier, the model employed in this study assumes an isothermal interface
and, as a result, a constant surface tension acting throughout the interface. Notice

from Figure 5.1 that for the wedge model of the interface, the surface tension forces

act in equal and opposite directions; thus, the surface tension forces will have no net
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effect on the control volume. Keep in mind, that this arises due to i). an isothermal
interface (constant surface tension), and ii). a wedge model of the interface.

Determination of Constants

5.3

To solve for the difference in the integration constants, these forces are combined
according to the general relation
F% — Fpress

Fmom

T Fshear T Fsf = 0

Non-dimensionalizing the pressure and velocity according to Eq. 3.2 and all length
variables using R, the pore radius, results in the equation
[Pv(-W\y*) ~ P*(w*,y*)}dy*+ We

|otz*v(-w*, t/*)dt/* -

rw*

rb*

~a /

U*
XJA h*)u*yv(x*, h*)dx* - /

J — w*

[>'-■’‘->+

(x*,0) + ^^(j*,0)jdi* + 2jf

-V

I dy* v

7

Lxl

dx"

dy
6*

u*z(z*, /i*)u*z(z*, A*)dz*

Jb*

'h* du*x
+c“ W
dx"

L

n*J(w*, ?/*)dt/*

dx*K

'

dZ -

dx*

(w* ,y*)dy*+

J

'w'

dx* > = 0

(5-11)

where We is the Weber number. Since the Reynolds number and the capillary number
are considered small, the Weber number {We = Re-Ca) is extremely small and thus

will be neglected. This reduces Eq. 5.11 down to

Ca

du*

du

h* du\

k‘K
dx*
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(w* ,,y*)dy*+

dx*

r

dx** —

Jb*

1

w‘ fduil

dx*

+ / [p*(-w*, y*) - P*(™*, y*)]dy* = o

(5-12)

Jo

Dropping the asterisk but assuming dimensionless quantities, the liquid and vapor

pressures can be expanded in terms of the capillary number. Note that for conve
nience, the vapor pressure will be expanded in terms of Ca instead of XCa. Changing

the perturbation parameter is valid since Ca is assumed small. Expanding the pres
sures in Eq. 5.12 gives the following result for the zeroth order pressures

However, from Eq 4.20, the zeroth order pressures are the integration constants KOv

and

Kqi.

Using this information along with the last equation, the zeroth order capil

lary pressure is given by

(Pv - P/)o = I<ovi =

o

(5.13)

At first glance, this may look inconsistent because at zeroth order, the Laplace-Young

equation is the expression for the capillary pressure. Note, however, that the govern

ing equations are for the pressure resulting from the flow. Consequently, when there
is no flow, the equations will not yield the Laplace-Young equation. The derivation
of that equation is not from fundamental equations of fluid dynamics but as shown

earlier, is based upon a static force balance on the interface.
From the perturbation technique, the first order pressures are given by
2 [/’iv(-w,y)-Pn(w,iz)]<ijz-2A^ ^~-(-w,y)dy

+XL

b r<9u

dllri, ,

dy

0u°) +

dUyV .

dx
dx
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dx

”f[i7(x’0, + irf"0)]^ = 0-

(5-14>

To find an expression for the first order integration constants, the equations for the
pressure in Chapter 4 (Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19) are substituted into Eq 5.14 but in the

following form

Pu = K(r, </>) +/<1Z

and

Plv = Z(r, </>) + Klv,

where

y(r, </>) = -[2A/co.s(</>) + 2C/sm (</>)],
r

= ~[2?1vco5(</>) + 2Cvsin((f))].
r

Using this form for the pressures gives the equation for the difference in the integration
constants as
Klvi =-Y(r,^)]dy-2\

^^(-w,y)dy + 2

^-(w,y)dy

++w'-0’] “■

+J~

[w11’1’+

“ /" [v(’'W +

T?<I,01J *'} ■ 0 <515>

As stated in the introduction, the difference in the first order constants is all that
is required to evaluate the first order capillary pressure. From Eq. 4.21, the first
order capillary pressure is now completely known using Eq. 5.15 to evaluate K\vi. To

evaluate the terms of Eq. 5.15, note that the velocity components are with respect
to an x-y coordinate system, not an r-</> coordinate system. The reason that this
is important is that the velocity field is known as a function of r and </> through the
stream function. However, the chain rule can be used to find the relationship between

the two coordinate systems. Appendix C gives the transformation equations for the
velocity and velocity gradients.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of six cases were considered in this study. The first three cases were

for a heat pipe with methanol as its working fluid and operating at a temperature

of T = 0°C. Three different values for the contact angle were used: i.) 2°, ii.)
10°, and iii.) 15°. The next three cases were for a methanol heat pipe operating at
T = 100°C and using the same three contact angles. The same working fluid and the

same contact angles were used so that the effect of temperature and contact angle

can be determined from the results. Table 6.1 lists the cases used in this study. The
numerical analysis was done through a Fortran 77 computer code written specifically
for this research. The program that was used to obtain all the results is listed in

Table 6.1: Cases Used in Study

Label
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

1
2
3
4
5
6

Fluid

Temperature

Contact Angle

Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Methanol

0°C

2°
10°
15°
2°
10°
15°

o°c
o°c
100°C
100°C
100°C
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Appendix A.

6.1

Streamlines
Figures 6.2-6.19 at the end of this chapter are the flow fields for the six cases

investigated. For each case, the liquid and vapor streamlines as well as the entire flow

field are graphed. This is done to examine the streamlines on an appropriate scale.
The captions under the figures give the specific case used to generate the figure. The

first number in the caption title gives the case number from Table 6.1 and the second

number indicates the type of plot; a one for the liquid streamlines, a two for the vapor
streamlines, and a three for the entire flow field. For example, a caption with Case

5-2 would be the vapor streamlines for Case 5 in Table 6.1.
The streamline results shown in Figures 6.2-6.19 seem to be physically realistic. It
is expected that the flow preceding the interface is characterized by a Hagen-Poiseuille
velocity profile. Thus, the velocity decreases as the wall is approached. However, a

constant evaporative mass flux has been specified at the interface and consequently,

fluid must move toward the wall near the contact line to satisfy this condition. The
figures for the liquid streamlines all illustrate this trend as shown by the curved
streamlines toward the wall (see Figures 6.2, 6.5, 6.8, 6.11, 6.14, and 6.17). Since
disjoining pressure, or long range moleculare forces, is neglected, the bend in the

streamlines is solely due to the Poiseuille nature of the preceding flow and the speci

fication of a constant mass flux across the interface. The vapor streamlines also seem
physically correct. The angle at which the vapor streamlines leave the interface is

dictated by two conditions: i). continuity of tangential velocity; and ii). continuity of
normal flux. Keeping in mind that these two conditions must be met and knowing the
liquid velocity field, it appears that the vapor velocity field is qualitatively correct.

The streamlines have been solved up to a maximum angle of 30°. Since this research
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Interface

Vapor

Figure 6.1: Evaluation of Pressure Gradients
is interested in the dynamics near an evaporating interface, it was not necessay to
plot the entire vapor flow field. With qualitatively accurate results for the velocity

fields, the liquid pressure gradients were determined.

6.2

Pressure Gradients

As stated earlier, Chebaro and Hallinan [4] look at an isothermal evaporating interface

where both curvature and disjoining pressure are considered in the analysis. However,
one assumption made in their analysis as well as other interfacial investigations is that
the boundary layer assumptions characterize the liquid flow near the contact line.
This would suggest that the pressure gradient normal to the solid wall is negligible as

compared to the pressure gradient parallel to the wall. The analysis done in this study
is suitable to check the validity of that assumption except very near the contact line.

Pressure gradient plots are made along vertical lines in the liquid phase as shown
in Figure 6.1 for each of the six cases used in the study. This geometry is used

to determine both how the vertical and axial pressure gradients change with x, by

evaluating these at two axial locations (x=.2 and x=.6), and additionally how they
change with y, by evaluating these along the vertical lines shown in Figure 6.1
The plots of the pressure gradients are shown in Figures 6.20-6.31 at the end of
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this chapter. These plots seem physically realistic. All of the figures suggest that the

liquid flow is accelerated toward the interface since

> 0. However, in all of the

plots it is interesting to note that very near the wall, the fluid is accelerated upwards

away from the wall due to viscous forces at the wall as indicated by a negative
then

but

changes sign from negative to positive and thus the fluid above this point

is accelerated downward to satisfy the constant mass flux profile. The streamline

graphs do not conflict with these graphs of the pressure gradient.
Having establised physically and qualitatively reasonable results for the pressure

gradients, a number of observations can be made from these figures. First and most
importantly, for small contact angles, this model and analysis suggests that the bound

ary layer assumption is valid over the entire liquid region. The pressure gradient

is much greater than

at virtually all axial and vertical positions within the liquid

phase. This can be interpreted from gradient plots for Case 1 or Case 4 where the
contact angle is 2°. In these cases, depicted in Figures 6.20, 6.21, 6.26, and 6.27,

is on the order of 106 whereas

is on the order of 104 at its maximum value.

However, as the contact angle is increased, the boundary layer assumption becomes
less valid as indicated by plots for Cases 2, 3, 5, 6 where the contact angle is 10° and

15°. For a 10° contact angle,

is one order of magnitude greater than

as

indicated by Figures 6.22, 6.23, 6.28, and 6.29. For a 15° contact angle, the axial and

vertical pressure gradients are on the same order as indicated by Figures 6.24, 6.25,
6.30, and 6.31. Thus for the cases studied, the boundary layer assumption is valid
only for contact angles less than 10°.
Also illustrated by these graphs is that the magnitude of the axial pressure gradient
is largely determined by the contact angle and to a lesser extent the axial distance

from the contact line. Changing the contact angle by a few degrees will change the

magnitude of the pressue gradient by orders of magnitude. Table 6.2 gives the order

of the axial pressure gradient evaluated at both axial locations (x=.2, x=.6) for the
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Table 6.2: Axial Pressure Gradients

Label
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

1
2
3
4
5
6

Contact Angle Temperature x=.2 x=
2°
10°
15°
2°
10°
15°

0°C
0°C

o°c
100°C
100°C
100°C

106
104
103
106
104
103

10
10
10
10
10'
10

different contact angles and temperatures. This table clearly illustrates that contact

angle has a significant effect on the magnitude of the pressure gradient. This table
also shows how the pressure gradient changes axially. This result is not surprising
because as the contact line is approached, the flow area is reduced thus, the pressure

gradient must increase for flow to exist.

The final point to be made from these figures is that temperature is not a sig

nificant parameter in determining the magnitude of the axial pressure gradients in
the near contact region. Table 6.2 clearly illustrates this point. For all entries in
the table for equal contact angles but different temperatures, the magnitudes of the

axial pressure gradient are equal. Thus temperature does not affect the axial pressure
gradient and consequently the resulting flow to a significant extent, at least near the

contact line region. Of course, in the curvature-controlled of meniscus region, the

temperature dependence of the surface tension can dramatically alter the heat pipe

performance.

6.3

Capillary Pressure
The graphs for the first order correction to the capillary pressure are shown in

Figures 6.32-6.38. These figures also seem to be qualitatively correct. Given the form
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of the equation for the first order capillary pressure, Eq. 4.21, it is clear that the

effects of the hydrodynamic portion of the problem should decay with distance from
the contact line until the capillary pressure reaches a constant. Indeed, all of the

figures for the first order capillary pressure have this characteristic.

From these figures several conclusions can be reached about the capillary pressure
across an evaporating interface. The first and most significant result from this entire

study is that for small contact angles, viscous forces due to evaporation begin to affect

the capillary pressure across an interface for flows where the capillary numbers are on
the order of 10-9. Furthermore, as the contact angle is increased, the capillary num
ber where wall viscous forces become significant in determining the capillary pressure

is also increased. Keep in mind that the pressures were expanded in terms of the

capillary number and since the zeroth order capillary pressure was zero (Eq. 5.13),
the product of the capillary number and the first order capillary pressure must be on
the order of 1 before viscous forces can be considered important in determining the

capillary pressure. Since the first order capillary pressure was determined and plot

ted, the capillary number where viscous forces become significant can be determined

easily. For example, in Figure 6.32 the first order capillary pressure is on the order

of 108, thus for capillary numbers on the order of 10-9 and higher, the dynamics due
to evaporation would affect the capillary pressure. Table 6.3 lists the order of the
capillary number where viscous forces affect the capillary pressure for each of the six

cases. It is clear that as the contact angle increases, the critical capillary number,
or the capillary number where viscous forces become significant, increases. As stated
earlier, these critical capillary numbers are important in that if the flow has a cap

illary number less than the critical, then the Laplace-Young equation would valid in

determining the capillary limit. However, this model shows that for flows where the
capillary number is greater than the critical value, then viscous forces are significant

and the Laplace-Young equation is not a valid equation to determine the capillary
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Table 6.3: Critical Capillary Numbers

Label
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

1
2
3
4
5
6

Temperature Contact Angle
2°
10°
15°
2°
10°
15°

0°C

o°c
o°c
100°C
100°C
100°C

Ca
10"9
10"7
10'6
10"9
10"7
10"6

limit. Note that the sign of the first order capillary pressure in all of the figures is
negative. This would suggest that when viscous forces are significant in determining
the capillary pressure, the capillary limit would be reduced as compared to the static

value. Figure 1.4 would support this result since the experimental failure based on
the capillary limit occurs before the present method predicts.

It has been the goal of this study to determine the effect of temperature on the
pressure gradients and the capillary pressure. In the previous section, it was shown

that temperature had a negligible effect on the pressure gradients near an evaporating

interface. Table 6.3 suggests that temperature also has a negligible effect on the
first order capillary pressure. Entries of equal contact angle but different operating

temperatures have critical capillary numbers of equal magnitude.
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Figure 6.11: Case 4-1: Liquid Streamlines
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Figure 6.16: Case 5-3: Entire Flow Field
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Figure 6.20: Case 1-1: Liquid Pressure Gradients at x=.2
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Figure 6.22: Case 2-1: Liquid Pressure Gradients at x=.2
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Figure 6.25: Case 3-2: Liquid Pressure Gradients at x=.6
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Figure 6.26: Case 4-1: Liquid Pressure Gradients at x=.2
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Figure 6.27: Case 4-2: Liquid Pressure Gradients at x=.6
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Figure 6.28: Case 5-1: Liquid Pressure Gradients at x=.2
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Figure 6.29: Case 5-2: Liquid Pressure Gradients at x=.6
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Figure 6.30: Case 6-1: Liquid Pressure Gradients at x=.2
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Figure 6.31: Case 6-2: Vapor Pressure Gradients at x=.6
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Figure 6.32: Case 1: First Order Capillary Pressure
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

In Chapter 1, the goals of this study were discussed. Using the model and analysis
discussed in this paper, the goals were reached. As a result, a number of conclusions

can be made about how evaporation affects the capillary pressure in heat pipes and
other capillary driven devices. This analysis concluded that for small contact angles,

viscous forces become significant in determining the pressure difference across an
interface at small values of the capillary number. This is significant in that this

may be the reason that the Laplace-Young equation seems to sometimes inaccurately
predict the capillary limit for heat pipe operations. This model suggests that when

viscous forces are significant, i.e. when the capillary number is greater than the
critical capillary number, the Laplace-Young equation would over predict when failure
will occur in the heat pipe cycle. However, this model would also explain why the
Laplace-Young equation is sometimes a valid indication of the the capillary limit of
the heat pipe. This would occur when the capillary number is less than the critical

capillary number. Furthermore, it was shown that for large contact angles, the critical

capillary number is also relatively large. It may be concluded that for large contact
angles, unless the heat pipe operates at high temperatures and the working fluid is a
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liquid metal, which have large capillary numbers, the viscous forces will be negligible

in determining the local capillary pressure.
Also an objective of this study was the determination of the validity of the bound

ary layer approximation for the liquid pressure gradients. This study concluded that

for small contact angles, the boundary layer assumption for the entire liquid field was
valid. However, as the contact angle increases to large values (> 10°), this approx

imation becomes invalid. It was shown that for large contact angles the axial and
vertical pressure gradients were on the same order, and thus neglecting the vertical
pressure gradient would not be a good approximation.

For design considerations, the effect of contact angle on the pressure gradients

and the capillary pressure were determined. As suggested previously, the contact
angle has a significant effect on both the pressure gradients and the capillary pressure

near the contact line region. This is important in that in the effects of changing

the apparent contact angle or even the working fluid on the capillary limit could be
determined without experimental testing. Another design consideration is the effect

of temperature in determining the capillary limit in heat pipes. Unlike the effects of
the contact angle, the temperature has a negligible effect on the capillary pressure
and pressure gradients near the contact line. Both the pressure gradients and first
order capillary pressure near the contact line seemed to be insensitive to changes in

the operating temperature of the heat pipe. Consequently, temperature is only a

design consideration as it pertains to the static evaluation of the capillary pressure,

or the Laplace-Young equation.
There are a number of recommendations that can be made to improve the analysis

and hopefully the results. First, instead of using a constant mass flux profile across the
entire interface, a varying mass flux profile should be used. This point was discussed

in Chapter 2, and Figure 2.4 illustrated the profile that should be studied. This would
change the analysis in that an infinite shear force would not exist at the contact line
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and a slip model would not be necessary to evaluate the shear forces acting on the
control volume. Also by using a varying profile, the inner-region of the interface
could be studied more closely. In fact, doing this type of analysis would verify the

assumption made in this paper that the region neglected in the slip model does not
significantly effect the results obtained for the outer region.

This type of analysis could be expanded to a non-isothermal interface. Of course
the temperature profile for the interface would have to be determined but other than

that, the analysis would basically be the same. This would allow for a study of

thermocapillarity effects in non-isothermal, small-channel devices. A study of this
type would be theoretically and practically useful.
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAM LISTING

This appendix gives a listing of the Fortran 77 code that was written to do the

numerical work of this project. The program is separated into five main sections.

The first section defines all the variables, reads the necessary values from an input

file, and computes any other values needed for the program to run. The second
section is a check that all the interfacial boundary conditions specified in Chapter 3
are satisfactorialy met. The third section of the code is the portion that solves for
the flow fields for both the liquid and vapor phases. The data is in an output file

which will be used to plot the velocity field. The fourth section solves for the liquid
pressure gradients near the interface. The last section solves for the capillary pressure
across the interface. The subroutines starting with term uses the Trapezoidal Rule

to integrate all the terms of Eq. 5.15 to solve for the integration constant Kivi. Also,
the subroutines ending with unit are MAPLE output for the constants in the solution

for the stream function.

77

c******************************************************************

c

PROGRAM ENTIRE.FOR

*

c

PROGRAM TO COMPUTE STREAMLINES, LOCAL CAPILLARY PRESSURES,

*

c

AND PRESSURE GRADIENTS AT EVAPORATING INTERFACE

*

c******************************************************************

C******************************************************************
VARIABLE LIST

c

c

tm

:

apparent contact angle in radians

c

r,phi

:

variables in (r,phi) coordinate system

c

x,y

:

variables in (x,y) coordinate system

c

alam

:

ratio of vapor to liquid viscosity

c

pi

:

the value 3.14159...

c

alf

:

ratio of vapor to liquid density

c

tmdeg

:

apparent contact angle in degrees

c

wst

:

control volume length for force balance

c

hst

:

control volume height for force balance

c

bst

:

point where interface crosses control volume

c

epst

:

slip distance near singular point

c

cliq( )

:

streamline constants for liquid region

c

cvap( )

:

streamline constants for vapor region

c

radius

:

radius of capillary tube

c

temp

:

temperature of interface

c

fluid

:

type of working fluid

c

al,bl,cl,dl

:

coefficients for liquid streamlines

c

av, bv, cv, dv

:

coefficients for vapor streamlines

c

dk

:

difference in integration constants

£******************************************************************
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implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

dimension cliq(l5),cvap(15),x(1000),y(1000)

character * 20 fluid
c******************************************************************

open input/output files

c

open(unit=2 ,f ile=Jm.doc; ,status^old’ )
open(unit=3,f ile=’input.dat1,status=’new’)
open(unit=4,file=Jbcond.dat1,status=,new')
open(unit=5,file=’ stream.dat’,status=’new’)
open(unit=6,file=’grad.dat*,status=,new;)

open(unit=7,file='press.dat',status^new’ )

read input data

c

read(2,10)tmdeg,alam,alf,temp
10

format(f8.4,dl4.6,dl4.6,f8.4)

read(2,20)fluid
20

format(a20)

read(2,30)wst,radius

30

format(dl4.6,dl4.6)

c******************************************************************

c

set variables
pi=datan(.ldl)*4.OdO

tm=tmdeg*pi/180.OdO

hst=0.5d0*wst*dtan(tm)
bst=0.5d0*wst
epst=2.1255d-6
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c******************************************************************
c

write input variables to output files
write(3,40)tmdeg,alam,alf,temp,radius,fluid,wst,hst,epst
format(

40

c

+

lx,’***************************************************,

+

lx,'

+

lx, '* Static contact angle

:

’,f8.4,/

+

lx, '* Viscosity ratio

:

'.dl4.6,/

+

lx, '* Density ratio

:

’,dl4.6,/

+

lx, } * Temperature

:

’,f8.4,Z

+

lx, '* Capillary radius

:

’,dl4.6,/

+

lx,'* Working fluid

:

’,a20,Z

+

lx,'* Control volume width

:

’,dl4.6,/

+

lx, ’* Control volume height :

’,dl4.6,Z

+

lx,'* Slip distance

’,dl4.6,Z

INPUT PARAMETERS TO PROGRAM

:

iJ

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

c

SUBPROGRAM BOUNDARY.FOR

c

PROGRAM TO CHECK BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

c

set coefficients to stream function solution

call alunit(al)
bl=0.0d0
call clunit(cl)
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*
*

call dlunit(dl)
call avunit(av)

call bvunit(bv)
call cvunit(cv)
call dvunit(dv)

write(4,45) al, bl, cl, dl, av, bv, cv,dv
45

format(

+ lx/

COEFFICIENTS

',/

+ 8(15x,dl4.6,/)

+ lx,1 *****************************************************}I/)
c

no slip and impermeability boundary conditions

c

bl=0 is implied (no fortran output from MAPLE)

fl=al+dl

f2=av*pi+bv
f3=av+cv*pi+dv

write(4,50) fl,f2,f3

50

format(

+ lx/

NO-SLIP/IMPERMEABILITY CONDITION

>J

+ lx,^****************************************************}
+ 3(15x,dl4.6,/)

c

normal flux at interface

f4=(al*tm)*dcos(tm)+(cl*tm+dl)*dsin(tm)
f5=(av*tm+bv)*dcos(tm)+(cv*tm+dv)*dsin(tm)
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write(4,60)f4,f5

format(

60

+ lx/

NORMAL FLUX AT INTERFACE

',/

+ 2(15x,dl4.6,/)

tangentinal velocity at interface

c

abar=dcos(tm)-tm*dsin(tm)
bbar=tm*dcos(tm)+dsin(tm)

f6=abar*al-bl*dsin(tm)+bbar*cl+dl*dcos(tm)-abar*av+bv*dsin(tm)

+

-bbar*cv-dv*dcos(tm)

write(4,70)f6
format(

70

+ lx,****************************************************** }/
+ lx/

TANGENTIAL VELOCITY AT INTERFACE

’,/

+ 15x,dl4.6,/
+ lx,; ****************************************************1} f f')

tangential shear stress at interface

c

cbar=-2.OdO*dsin(tm)-tm*dcos(tm)
dbar=2.OdO*dcos(tm)-tm*dsin(tm)

f7=al*cbar-bl*dcos(tm)+cl*dbar-dl*dsin(tm)-alam*(av*cbar-

+

bv*dcos(tm)+cv*dbar-dv*dsin(tm))

write(4,80)f7
80

format(
+ lx,J****************************************************}
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+ lx/

TANGENTIAL SHEAR STRESS AT INTERFACE

',/

+ lx,****************************************************** j/
+ 15x,dl4.6,/
+ lx,******************************************************,//)
c******************************************************************

c

STREAMLINES

c******************************************************************

SUBPROGRAM STREAMLINE.FOR

c

c

PROGRAM TO PLOT VELOCITY FIELD FOR BOTH PHASES

*
*

£******************************************************************

c

compute constants for streamlines—7 streamlines
call constant(cliq,cvap,tm)

c

liquid phase
do 100 i=l,7

c

intialize arrays

do 110 j=l,1000
x( j )=0.OdO

y(j)=0.OdO
110

continue

k=l
const=cliq(i)
phimin=(1.0d0/20.OdO)*pi/180.OdO
phimax=tm

step=phimin
do 120 phi=phimax,phimin,-step

f8=(al*phi+bl)*dcos(phi)+(cl*phi+dl)*dsin(phi)
r=const/f8
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if (r .le. 2.OdO) then

x(k)=r*dcos(phi)
y(k)=r*dsin(phi)

k=k+l

end if
120

continue

k=k-l
c

write to output file
write(5,130)(x(j),y(j),j=l,k)
write(5,*)’ ’

c

130

format(el4.6,3x,el4.6)

100

continue

vapor phase
do 140 i=l,7

c

intialize arrays
do 150 j=l,1000

x(j)=0.0d0
y(j)=O.OdO
150

continue
k=l
const=cvap(i)

phimin=tm
phimax=30.OdO*pi/180.OdO

step=(1.0d0/4.OdO)*pi/l80.OdO
do 160 phi=phimin,phimax,step

f9=(av*phi+bv)*dcos(phi)+(cv*phi+dv)*dsin(phi)

r=const/f9
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if (r .le. 2.OdO) then

x(k)=r*dcos(phi)
y(k)=r*dsin(phi)

k=k+l
end if

160

continue

k=k-l
c

write to output file

write(5,130)(x(j),y(j),j=l,k)
write(5,*)' ;
140

c

continue

PRESSURE GRADIENT

c
c

SUBPROGRAM GRADIENT.FOR

PROGRAM TO PLOT X AND Y LIQUID PRESSURE GRADIENTS

*

*

c******************************************************************

c

set coefficients to stream function solution
call alunit(al)
bl=0.0d0

call clunit(cl)
call dlunit(dl)

call avunit(av)
call bvunit(bv)
call cvunit(cv)
call dvunit(dv)

c

liquid pressure gradient
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do 170 i=l,2
step=0.4d0

xpl=0.2d0+(i-l)*step
yplmax=xpl*dt an(tm)
step=yplmax/100.OdO

do 180 j=l,101,3
ypl=(j-l)*step

rpl=dsqrt(xpl**2.0d0+ypl**2.OdO)

phipl=datan2(ypl,xpl)
capphiO=(al*phipl+bl)*dcos(phipl)+(cl*phipl+dl)*dsin
+

(phipl)
capphil=(al+cl*phipl+dl)*dcos(phipl)+(cl-al*phipl-bl)*

+

dsin(phipl)

capphi2=(2.OdO*cl-al*phipl-bl)*dcos(phipl)-(2.0d0*al+cl*phipl+

+

dl)*dsin(phipl)
capphi3=-(3.OdO*al+cl*phipl+dl)*dcos(phipl)+(-3.0d0*cl+al

+

*phipl+bl)*dsin(phipl)

dpx=-dcos(phipl)/(rpl**2.OdO)*(capphi3+capphil)-dsin(phipl)/
+

(rpl**2.0d0)*(capphi2+capphi0)

dpy=-dsin(phipl)/(rpl**2.OdO)*(capphi3+capphil)+dcos(phipl)/

+
c

(rpl**2.OdO)*(capphi2+capphi0)

write to output file
write(6,190)ypl,dpx,dpy
190

format(lx,el4.6,3x,el4.6,3x,el4.6)

180

continue
write(7,*)’ 1

170

continue
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c******************************************************************

c

CAPILLARY PRESSURE

c******************************************************************

SUBPROGRAM PRESSURE.FOR

c
c

PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE LOCAL CAPILLARY PRESSURE

*

*

Q******************************************************************

c

compute integration constant

call kvl(dk,hst,wst,bst,epst)
c

compute first order correction

phi=tm
step=0.65d0/130.OdO
do 220 i=l,131

r=.05d0+(i-l)*step

yfunc=(1.OdO/r)*(2.OdO*al*dcos(phi)+2.OdO*cl*dsin(phi))

zfunc=(l.0d0/r)*(2.0d0*av*dcos(phi)+2.OdO*cv*dsin(phi))
capl=zfunc-yfunc+dk

c

write to output file
write(7,230)r,capl
230

format(el4.6,lx,el4.6)

220

continue

close(unit=2)

close(unit=3)
close(unit=4)
close(unit=5)
close(unit=6)
close(unit=7)
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stop
end

(2******************************************************************
subroutine constant

c

this finds constants to evaluate streamlines

c

subroutine constant(cliq,cvap,tm)
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
dimension cliq(15),cvap(15)

c

intialize arrays to zero

do 10 i=l,15

cliq(i)=0.OdO
cvap(i)=0.OdO

10
c

continue
set coefficents to stream function solution

call alunit(al)
bl=0.0d0

call clunit(cl)
call dlunit(dl)
call avunit(av)
call bvunit(bv)
call cvunit(cv)
call dvunit(dv)
c

set constants by evaluating at interface

step=0.ldO
r-step
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*
*

do 20 i=l,7
cliq(i)=r*((al*tm+bl)*dcos(tm)+(cl*tm+dl)*dsin(tm))

cvap(i)=r*((av*tm+bv)*dcos(tm)+(cv*tm+dv)*dsin(tm))
r=r+step

20
c

continue
write to output file

write(3,30)(cliq(j),cvap(j),j»l,7)

30

format(

+ lx/

STREAMLINE CONSTANTS

’,/

+ lx,>****************************************************1}/

+ lx/

LIQUID

VAPOR

’,/

+ 7(10x,dl4.6,10x,dl4.6,/)
+ lx,***************************************************** ,,//)

return
end

c
c

subroutine kvl
to find integration constant

*
*

subroutine kvl(dk,hst,wst,bst,epst)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
call terml(tml,hst,wst)
call term2(tm2,hst,wst,bst)
call term3(tm3,hst,wst)
call term4(tm4,wst,epst)
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call term5(tm5,hst,wst)
call term6(tm6,hst,wst,bst)
call term7(tm7,wst,epst)
dk=(-l .0d0/hst)*(tml+tm2-tm3-tm4+tm5+tm6-tm7)

return
end

subroutine terml

c
c

to compute 1st term of pressure equation

subroutine terml(tml,hst,wst)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

call alunit(al)
call clunit(cl)
call avunit(av)
call cvunit(cv)
c

numerically integrate—trapezoidal rule

c

set number of intervals to 200
step=hst/200.OdO

tml=0.OdO

do 10 i=l,201

yl=step*(i-l)
y2=yl

xl=wst
x2=-wst
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*
*

rl=sqrt(yl**2.0d0+xl**2.OdO)

r2=sqrt(y2**2.0d0+x2**2.OdO)
phil=datan2(yl,xl)
phi2=datan2(y2,x2)

yfunc=(1/rl)*(2.OdO*al*dcos(phil)+2.OdO*cl*dsin(phi1))
zfunc=(l/r2)*(2.OdO*av*dcos(phi2)+2.OdO*cv*dsin(phi2))

func=zfunc-yfunc
if ((i .eq. 1) .or. (i .eq. 200)) then
tml=tml+0.5d0*func

else

tml=tml+func

end if
10

continue
tml=step*tml

return
end

c
c

subroutine term2
to compute 2nd term of pressure equation

subroutine term2(tm2,hst,wst,bst)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi
c

numerically integrate—trapezoidal rule

c

set number of intervals to 300

step=(bst+wst)/300.OdO
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*
*

tm2=0.OdO

do 10 i=l,301

x--wst+step*(i-l)
y=hst

r=sqrt(y**2.0d0+x**2.OdO)
phi=datan2(y,x)

set streamfunction derivatives

c

call derivativev(dr1,dr2,dpi,dp2,drldpl,r,phi)

duvdy=(dr2*dsin(phi)+drldpl*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(dcos(phi)/

r**2.OdO))*dsin(phi)+(drldpl*dsin(phi)+drl*dcos(phi)

+

+dp2*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(dsin(phi)/r))*(dcos(phi)/r)

+

dvvdx=(-dr2*dcos(phi)+drldpl*(dsin(phi)/r)-dpi*(dsin(phi)/

r**2.OdO))*dcos(phi)-(-drldpl*dcos(phi)+drl*dsin(phi)

+

+dp2*(dsin(phi)/r)+dpl*(dcos(phi)/r))*(dsin(phi)/ r)

+

func=duvdy+dvvdx

if ((i .eq. 1) .or. (i .eq. 300)) then
tm2=tm2+0.5d0*func

else
tm2=tm2+func

end if

10

continue

tm2=step*alam*tm2

return
end

c******************************************************************

c

subroutine term3
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*

to compute 3rd term of pressure equation

c

c******************************************************************

subroutine term3(tm3,hst,wst)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

numerically integrate—trapezoidal rule

c

set number of intervals to 200

step=hst/200.OdO
tm3=0.OdO

do 10 i=l,201
y=step*(i-l)
x=-wst

r=sqrt(y**2.0d0+x**2.OdO)
phi=datan2(y,x)

set streamfunction derivatives

c

call derivativev(drl,dr2,dpi,dp2,drldpl,r,phi)
duvdx=(dr2*dsin(phi)+drldpl*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(dcos(phi)/

+

r**2))*dcos(phi)-(drldpl*dsin(phi)+drl*dcos(phi)+dp2

+

*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(dsin(phi)/r))*(dsin(phi)/r)
func=duvdx

if ((i .eq. 1) .or. (i .eq. 200)) then
tm3=tm3+0.5d0*func
else
tm3=tm3+func

end if
10

continue
tm3=2.0d0*alam*step*tm3
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return
end

subroutine term4

c
c

to compute 4th term of pressure equation

subroutine term4(tm4,wst,epst)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common I inputItm,alam,alf,pi

c

numerically integrate—trapezoidal rule

c

set number of intervals to 200

step=(wst-epst)/200.OdO
tm4=0.OdO

do 10 i=l,201
x=-wst+(i-l)*step

y=0.0d0
r=sqrt(y**2.0d0+x**2.OdO)

phi=datan2(y,x)
c

set streamfunction derivatives

call derivativev(drl,dr2,dpl,dp2,drldpl,r,phi)
duvdy=(dr2*dsin(phi)+drldpl*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(dcos(phi)/

+

r**2.OdO))*dsin(phi)+(drldpl*dsin(phi)+drl*dcos(phi)

+

+dp2*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(sin(phi)/r))*(dcos(phi)/r)
dvvdx=(-dr2*dcos(phi)+drldpl*(dsin(phi)/r)-dpi*(dsin(phi)

+

/r**2.OdO))*dcos(phi)-(-drldpl*dcos(phi)+drl*dsin(phi)

+

+dp2*(dsin(phi)/r)+dpl*(dcos(phi)/r))*(dsin(phi)/r)
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*
*

func-duvdy+dvvdx
if ((i .eq. 1) .or. (i .eq. 200)) then
tm4=tm4+0.5d0*func

else
tm4=tm4+func

end if
10

continue

tm4=step*alam*tm4
return
end

subroutine term5

c
c

to compute 5th term of pressure equation

subroutine term5(tm5,hst,wst)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

numerically integrate—trapezoidal rule

c

set number of intervals to 200

step=hst/200.OdO
tm5=0.OdO

do 10 i=l,201
y=step*(i-l)

x=wst
r=sqrt(y**2.0d0+x**2.OdO)

phi=datan2(y,x)
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*
*

set streamfunction derivatives

c

call derivativel(drl,dr2, dpi,dp2,drldpl,r,phi)
duldx=(dr2*dsin(phi)+drldpl*(dcos(phi)Ir)-dpi*(dcos(phi)

+

/r**2))*dcos(phi)-(drldpl*dsin(phi)+drl*dcos(phi)+

+

dp2*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(dsin(phi)/r))*(dsin(phi)/r)
func=duldx
if ((i .eq. 1) .or. (i .eq. 200)) then
tm5=tm5+0.5d0*func

else
tm5=tm5+func

end if
10

continue
tm5=2.OdO*step*tm5

return
end

c******************************************************************

subroutine term6

c
c

to compute 6th term of pressure equation

*
*

Q******************************************************************
subroutine term6(tm6,hst,wst,bst)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

numerically integrate—trapezoidal rule

c

set number of intervals to 200

step=(wst-bst)/200.OdO
tm6=0.OdO
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do 10 i=l,201

x=bst+(i-l)*step
y=hst

r=sqrt(y**2.0d0+x**2.OdO)
phi=datan2(y,x)

set streamfunction derivatives

c

call derivativel(dr1,dr2,dpi,dp2,drldpl,r,phi)
duldy=(dr2*dsin(phi)+drldpl*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(dcos(phi)

+

/r**2.OdO))*dsin(phi)+(drldpl*dsin(phi)+drl*dcos(phi)
+dp2*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(sin(phi)/r))*(dcos(phi)/r)

+

dvldx=(-dr2*dcos(phi)+drldpl*(dsin(phi)/r)-dpi*(dsin(phi)
+

/r**2.OdO))*dcos(phi)-(-drldpl*dcos(phi)+drl*dsin(phi)

+

+dp2*(dsin(phi)/r)+dpl*(dcos(phi)/r))*(dsin(phi)/r)

func=duldy+dvldx
if ((i .eq. 1) .or. (i .eq. 200)) then
tm6=tm6+0.5d0*func

else
tm6=tm6+func

end if
10

continue

tm6=step*tm6
return
end

c******************************************************************
c
c

subroutine term7
to compute 7th term of pressure equation
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*
*

C******************************************************************
subroutine term7(tm7,wst,epst)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

numerically integrate—trapezoidal rule

c

set number of intervals to 200

step-(wst-epst)/200.OdO
tm7=0.OdO

do 10 i-1,201
x=epst+(i-l)*step

y=O.OdO
r=sqrt(y**2.0d0+x**2.OdO)
phi=datan2(y,x)

c

set streamfunction derivatives
call derivativel(drl,dr2,dpi,dp2,drldpl,r,phi)

duldy=(dr2*dsin(phi)+drldpl*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(dcos(phi)

+

/r**2.OdO))*dsin(phi)+(drldpl*dsin(phi)+drl*dcos(phi)

+

+dp2*(dcos(phi)/r)-dpi*(sin(phi)/r))*(dcos(phi)/r)
dvldx=(-dr2*dcos(phi)+drldpl*(dsin(phi)/r)-dpi*(dsin(phi)

+

/r**2.OdO))*dcos(phi)-(-drldpl*dcos(phi)+drl*dsin(phi)

+

+dp2*(dsin(phi)/r)+dpl*(dcos(phi)/r))*(dsin(phi)/ r)

func=duldy+dvldx
if ((i .eq. 1) .or. (i .eq. 200)) then
tm7=tm7+0.5d0*func

else
tm7=tm7+func

end if
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continue

10

tm7=step*tm7
return
end

c
c

subroutine derivativev
to derivatives of vapor streamline

subroutine derivativev(dr1,dr2,dpi,dp2,drldpl,r,phi)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
call avunit(av)
call bvunit(bv)
call cvunit(cv)
call dvunit(dv)
c

first derivative wrt r

drl=(av*phi+bv)*dcos(phi)+(cv*phi+dv)*dsin(phi)

c

second derivative wrt r

dr2=0.0d0
c

firtst derivative wrt phi

dpl=r*((av+cv*phi+dv)*dcos(phi)+(cv-av*phi-bv)*dsin(phi))
c

second derivative wrt phi

dp2=r*((2.0d0*cv-av*phi-bv)*dcos(phi)-(2.0d0*av+cv*phi+
+

c

dv)*dsin(phi))

derivative wrt r and phi

drldpl=(av+cv*phi+dv)*dcos(phi)+(cv-av*phi-bv)*dsin(phi)
return
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*
*

end

subroutine derivativel

c
c

to derivatives of liquid streamline

*
*

c******************************************************************
subroutine derivativel(drl,dr2,dpl,dp2,drldpl,r,phi)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
call alunit(al)
bl=0.0d0

call clunit(cl)
call dlunit(dl)

c

firtst derivative wrt r

drl=(al*phi+bl)*dcos(phi)+(cl*phi+dl)*dsin(phi)
c

second derivative wrt r
dr2=0.OdO

c

first derivative wrt phi
dpl=r*((al+cl*phi+dl)*dcos(phi)+(cl-al*phi-bl)*dsin(phi))

c

second derivative wrt phi

dp2=r*((2.OdO*cl-al*phi-bl)*dcos(phi)-(2.OdO*al+cl*phi+
dl)*dsin(phi))

+
c

derivative wrt r and phi
drldpl=(al+cl*phi+dl)*dcos(phi)+(cl-al*phi-bl)*dsin(phi)

return
end

c******************************************************************
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subroutine alunit

c
c

*

to compute the value of al

c******************************************************************

subroutine alunit(al)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

this is al
tl = pi**2.0d0

t2 = dcos(tm)

t3 = dsin(tm)

t4 = t3**2.0d0
t5 = alf*t4

t6 = t2*t5
t8 = t2**2.0d0

t9 = t8*t2

tio

= t9*alf

tl2 = alf*tm
tl9 = alam*alf

t25 = t4*alam*alf*t2
t32 = t4*t3
t37 = tm**2.0d0
t57 = t2*t32*t37
t59 = t4**2.0d0
t60 = alam*t59

t61 = pi*t60
t64 = t4*t8*tm

t72 = t2*t32
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t76 = t37*tm
t79 = t8*t4
t80 = alam*t79

t81 = pi*t80
t91 = t8**2.0d0
t95 = t9*t3

tl02 = t59*tm
al = -(tl*t6+tl*tl0+pi*t9*alam*tl2-2.0d0*t9*pi*tl2+t8*pi*t
+3*t19+pi*tm*t25-2.0d0*t2*pi*tm*t5+t32*alam*alf*pi-t9*t37*t

+19+t37*tl0+t25-t6-t2*t37*t4*tl9+t37*t6-tm*t32*tl9+alam*t32
+*tm)/alf/(-2.0d0*pi*t37*t59+t59*tm*alam+tl*t91*tm+2.OdO*pi

+*tm*t95-t91*t76*alam-4.0d0*pi*t37*t79-2.0d0*pi*t37*t91+t9*
+alam*t3*t37-t57-t61+t37*t61+alam*t57-alam*t72-t76*t60+2. Od

+0*t37*t81+2.0d0*tl*t64-2.0d0*t76*t80-tl*t95+t76*t91+tm*t80
++tl*t102+2.0d0*t76*t79-t64+t72-tl02-t81+t76*t59-tl*t72-t37
+*t95+2.0d0*t2*t32*tm*pi+pi*t37*t91*alam)

return

end

c******************************************************************
c
c

subroutine avunit

*

*

to compute the value of av

Q******************************************************************
subroutine avunit(av)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

this is av
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tl = dcos(tm)

t2 = tm**2.0d0
t3 = dsin(tm)
t4 = t3**2.0d0

t8 = t4*t3
tl4 = tl**2.0d0

tl5 = tl4*tl
t25 = alam*t4
t32 = pi*tm

t41 = tl*t8*t2

t43 = t4**2.0d0
t44 = alam*t43
t45 = pi*t44
t48 = t4*tl4*tm
t55 = tl*t8
t59 = t2*tm
t62 = tl4*t4

t63 = alam*t62
t64 = pi*t63

t67 = pi**2.0d0
t75 = tl4**2.0d0
t79 = tl5*t3

t86 = t43*tm
av = (-tl*t2*t4+tm*t8*alf-tm*t8+tl*t4-tl5*t2-t8*alf*pi-tl4

+*pi*t3-tl*t25+tl*t2*t25+tl5*t2*alam+tl5*t32+tl*pi*tm*t4)/a

+lf/(-t67*t55+t2*t45-t2*t79+alam*t41-4.0d0*pi*t2*t62+2.OdO*
+pi*tm*t79-2.0d0*pi*t2*t75+t67*t75*tm-t75*alam*t59+t43*tm*a
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+lam-2.0d0*pi*t2*t43+2.OdO*tI*t8*t32+pi*t2*t75*alam-alam*t5

+5-t48-t64-t45-t41-t86+2.0d0*t59*t62-t59*t44-2.0d0*t59*t63+

+2.0d0*t67*t48+t55-t67*t79+t59*t75+t67*t86+2.0d0*t2*t64+t15

+*alam*t3*t2+t59*t43+tm*t63)
return
end

subroutine bvunit

c
c

to compute the value of bv

*

subroutine bvunit(bv)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

*

this is bv
tl = dcos(tm)

t2 = tm**2.0d0
t3 = dsin(tm)

t4 = t3**2.0d0
t8 = t4*t3
tl4 = tl**2.0d0

tl5 = tl4*tl
t25 = alam*t4
t32 = pi*tm

t41 = tl*t8*t2
t43 = t4**2.0d0
t44 = alam*t43
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t45 = pi*t44
t48 = t4*tl4*tm
t55 = tl*t8
t59 = t2*tm
t62 = tl4*t4

t63 = alam*t62
t64 = pi*t63

t67 = pi**2.0d0

t75 = tl4**2.0d0
t79 = tl5*t3
t86 = t43*tm
bv = -(-tl*t2*t4+tm*t8*alf-tm*t8+tl*t4-tl5*t2-t8*alf*pi-tl

+4*pi*t3-tl*t25+tl*t2*t25+tl5*t2*alam+tl5*t32+tl*pi*tm*t4)/

+alf /(-t67*t55+t2*t45-t2*t79+alam*t41-4.0d0*pi*t2*t62+2.OdO
+*pi*tm*t79-2.0d0*pi*t2*t75+t67*t75*tm-t75*alam*t59+t43*tm*

+alam-2.0d0*pi*t2*t43+2.OdO*tI*t8*t32+pi*t2*t75*alam-alam*t
+55-t48-t64-t45-t41-t86+2.0d0*t59*t62-t59*t44-2.0d0*t59*t63
++2.0d0*t67*t48+t55-t67*t79+t59*t75+t67*t86+2.0d0*t2*t64+t1
+5*alam*t3*t2+t59*t43+tm*t63)*pi

return
end

c******************************************************************

c

c

subroutine clunit

to compute the value of cl

*
*

c******************************************************************

subroutine clunit(cl)
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implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

this is cl
tl = dsin(tm)

t2 = tl**2.OdO
t4 = t2*alf

t6 = tm**2.OdO

t7 = dcos(tm)
t8 = t7**2.0d0
t9 = t8*alf
tl4 = t8*alf*pi
t23 = pi**2.0d0

t28 = alam*alf

t29 = t2*t28
t45 = t2*tl
t47 = t7*t45*t6

t49 = t2**2.0d0
t50 = alam*t49
t51 = pi*t50
t54 = t2*t8*tm

t62 = t7*t45

t66 = t6*tm
t69 = t8*t2
t70 = alam*t69
t7i = pi*t70

t76 = t8*t7
t82 = t8**2.0d0
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t86 = t76*tl
t93 = t49*tm

cl = -tl*(alam*t2-t4-t6*alam*t9+tm*alam*t 14-alam*t7*tl*tm+2.0d0*tm*tl4+t23*t9+t6*t9+t6*t4+pi*tm*t29-t6*t29+t7*tm*tl*
+t28+t23*t4-2.0d0*pi*t2*alf*tm)/alf/(t23*t82*tm-2.0d0*pi*t6

+*t49-2.0d0*pi*t6*t82+alam*t47+t6*t51-t47-alam*t62-t54-t66*
+t50-t51+t62+t23*t93+2.0d0*t6*t71+2.0d0*t23*t54-t71-2.OdO*t

+66*t70+t66*t82-4.0d0*pi*t6*t69+2.0d0*pi*tm*t86-t82*t66*ala

+m+t49*tm*alam-t23*t86+tm*t70+t66*t49-t23*t62-t6*t86+2.OdO*

+t66*t69-t93+2.0d0*t7*t45*tm*pi+t76*alam*tl*t6+pi*t6*t82*al
+am)

return
end

subroutine cvunit

c

c

*
*

to compute the value of cv

c******************************************************************

subroutine cvunit(cv)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi

c

this is cv
tl = dcos(tm)

t2 = t1**2.OdO
t3 = t2*tm
t5 = dsin(tm)

tl2 = t5**2.0d0
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tl5 = tm**2.0d0

t21 = tm*t5

t29 = alam*tl2
t35 = tl2*t5

t37 = tl*t35*tl5
t39 = tl2**2.0d0
t40 = alam*t39

t41 = pi*t40
t43 = tl2*t3
t51 = tl*t35
t55 = tl5*tm
t58 - t2*tl2

t59 = alam*t58

t60 = pi*t59
t63 = pi**2.0d0
t66 = t2*tl

t72 = t2**2.0d0
t76 = t66*t5

t83 = t39*tm
cv = (pi*t3-pi*tl*t5+pi*tl*alf*t5+pi*tm*tl2-tl5*t2+tl5*t2*

+alam+tl*t21-tl*alf*t21-tl5*tl2+tl2*alf+t15*t29-t29)*t5/alf
+/(-t72*alam*t55+t39*tm*alam-2.OdO*pi*t15*t39+t63*t72*tm+t 1
+5*t41+2.0d0*tl*t35*pi*tm+pi*tl5*t72*alam+t66*alam*t5*tl5-t

+37-2.OdO*pi*t15*t72+t51-t60-2.0d0*t55*t59-t83+tm*t59-alam*
+t51+2.0d0*t55*t58-t55*t40+2.OdO*t15*t60+2.0d0*t63*t43+t63*

+t83-t63*t51-t43-tl5*t76+alam*t37-t63*t76+t55*t72+t55*t39-t

+41-4.0d0*pi*tl5*t58+2.0d0*pi*tm*t76)
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return
end

subroutine diunit

c

c

to compute the value of dl

*

subroutine dlunit(dl)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi
c

thsi is dl

tl = pi**2.OdO

t2 = dcos(tm)
t3 = dsin(tm)

t4 = t3**2.0d0
t6 = t2*t4*alf

t8 = t2**2.0d0
t9 = t8*t2

tio

*

= t9*alf

tl2 = alf*tm

tl9 = alam*alf

t25 = t4*alam*t2*alf
t32 = t4*t3
t37 = tm**2.0d0
t57 = t2*t32*t37

t59 = t4**2.0d0
t60 = alam*t59
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t61 = pi*t60
t64 = t4*t8*tm

t72 = t2*t32

t76 = t37*tm
t79 = t8*t4
t80 = alam*t79

t81 = pi*t80
t91 = t8**2.0d0

t95 = t9*t3
tl02 = t59*tm
dl = (tl*t6+tl*tl0+pi*t9*alam*tl2-2.0d0*t9*pi*t12+t8*pi*t3

+*t19+pi*tm*t25-2.0d0*t2*pi*t4*tl2+t32*alam*alf*pi-t9*t37*t

+19+t37*tl0+t25-t6-t2*t37*t4*tl9+t37*t6-tm*t32*tl9+alam*t32
+*tm)/alf/(2.0d0*t37*t81+2.0d0*tl*t64+t76*t59-tl*t95+t76*t9
+l-alam*t72+tl*tl02+2.0d0*t76*t79-tl02-tl*t72-t37*t95+tl*t9

+l*tm+t72-2.0d0*pi*t37*t59+t37*t61-4.0d0*pi*t37*t79+2.OdO*p

+i*tm*t95-2.0d0*pi*t37*t91-t91*t76*alam+t59*tm*alam+2.OdO*t
+2*t32*tm*pi+t9*alam*t3*t37+alam*t57-t57-t64-t61-t76*t60+tm
+*t80-t81+pi*t37*t91*alam-2.0d0*t76*t80)
return
end

c
c

subroutine dvunit
to compute the value of dv

*
*

Q******************************************************************

subroutine dvunit(dv)
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implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
common /input/tm,alam,alf,pi
c

this is dv
tl = dcos(tm)

t2 = tl**2.0d0
t3 = pi**2.0d0

t4 = dsin(tm)
t8 = t4**2.0d0
t9 = t8*alf
tl2 = tl*t8
tl5 = t8*t4
tl6 = tl5*tm

tl8 = t2*tl
tl9 = pi*tm

t21 = pi*t4

t24 = tm**2.0d0

t26 = alam*t4*t24
t44 = tl5*t24
t55 = alam*t8

t70 = tl*t44
t72 = t8**2.0d0
t73 = t72*alam

t74 = pi*t73
t77 = t8*t2*tm

t84 = tl*tl5
t88 = t24*tm
t91 = t2*t8
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t92 = alam*t91
t93 = pi*t92

tlOl = t2**2.0d0
tl05 = tl8*t4
tll2 = t72*tm
dv = -(t2*tm*t3*t4+t3*tl*t9-tl2*t3+t3*tl6+t18*t19-t2*t21+p

+i*t2*t26-t2*t24*t21+2. 0d0*tl*pi*tm*t8-tl*pi*tm*t9-pi*t 15*a
+Iam+pi*alam*t44-t24*t15*pi-t18*t24+t18*t24*alam-tl*t55-t1*
+t24*t8+tl*t24*t55+tl2-tl6+tm*tl5*alf)/alf/(-2.0d0*pi*t24*t

+101+t3*tl01*tm-tl01*t88*alam+t72*tm*alain-t88*t73+t3*tll2+2

+.0d0*t88*t91-t24*tl05+t88*t72+t24*t74+alam*t70+t84-tll2-t9

+3-t74-t7O-t77-4.0d0*pi*t24*t91+2.OdO*pi*tm*t105+2.OdO*t3*t
+77-alam*t84+2.0d0*t24*t93-2.0d0*pi*t24*t72+2.OdO*tl*t15*t 1

+9+tl8*t26-2.0d0*t88*t92+tm*t92-t3*tl05+t88*tl01-t3*t84+pi*

+t24*tl01*alam)
return
end
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APPENDIX B

COEFFICIENTS TO STREAM
FUNCTIONS
This appendix lists the solution for the coefficients of the stream function solution.
One of the reasons that MAPLE was used to solve for these coefficents is that the

software has the ability to solve a system of equations symbolically and produce out
put in the Fortran 77 language. In Appendix A, the progran is listed in its entirety

including the MAPLE output for the coefficients. They appear as separate subrou
tines. This appendix lists a readable solution using the nomenclature of the program

for the variable names.
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al:=-l .*(pi**2*cos(tm)*alf*sin(tm)**2+pi**2*cos(tm)**3*alf

+pi*cos(tm)**3*alam*alf*tm-2.*cos(tm)**3*pi*alf*tm+
cos(tm)**2*pi*sin(tm)*alam*alf+pi*tm*sin(tm)**2*alam*alf
*cos(tm)-2.*cos(tm)*pi*tm*sin(tm)**2*alf+sin(tm)**3*alam

*alf*pi-l.*cos(tm)**3*tm**2*alam*alf+tm**2*cos(tm)**3*alf
+sin(tm)**2*alam*alf*cos(tm)-l.*cos(tm)*alf*sin(tm)**2-1.

*cos(tm)*tm**2*sin(tm)**2*alam*alf+tm**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)

**2*alf-l.*tm*sin(tm)**3*alam*alf+alam*sin(tm)**3*tm)/alf
/(cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.*sin(tm)**4*tm+tm**3*cos(tm)**4+tm

**3*sin(tm)**4-4.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+tm**2*

sin(tm)**4*alam*pi+2.*tm**2*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2*pi
-2.*tm**3*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)

**3*tm**2+tm*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+2.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)

**3*tm*pi+2.*pi**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm+2.*pi*tm*
cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+cos(tm)**3*alam*sin(tm)*tm**2+pi*tm**2*
cos(tm)**4*alam-l.*pi*alam*cos(tm)**2*sin(tm)**2-l.*alam*

cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.*tm**3*sin(tm)**4*alam-l.*tm**2*
cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+2.*tm**3*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+pi**2*

cos(tm)**4*tm-l.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2-l.*pi**2*cos(tm)

**3*sin(tm)-l.*pi**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3+pi**2*sin(tm)**4*tm
2.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**4-l.*cos(tm)**4*tm**3*alam-l.*pi*alam*

sin(tm)**4-2.*pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4+sin(tm)**4*tm*alam-l.*
sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm);

bl:= 0;

cl:--l.*sin(tm)*(alam*sin(tm)**2-l.*sin(tm)**2*alf-l.*tm**
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2*alam*cos(tm)**2*alf+tm*alam*cos(tm)**2*alf*pi- 1.*alam

*cos(tm)*sin(tm)*tm-2.*tm*pi*cos(tm)**2*alf+pi**2*cos(tm)

**2*alf+tm**2*cos(tm)**2*alf+tm**2*sin(tm)**2*alf+pi*tm*
sin(tm)**2*alam*alf-l.*tm**2*sin(tm)**2*alam*alf+cos(tm)*tm
*sin(tm)*alam*alf+pi**2*sin(tm)**2*alf-2.*pi*sin(tm)**2*tm*

alf)/alf/(cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.*sin(tm)**4*tm+tm**3*cos(tm)

**4+tm**3*sin(tm)**4-4.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+tm**2*
sin(tm)**4*alam*pi+2.*tm**2*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2*pi-2.
*tm**3*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2
+tm*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+2.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm*pi+2.*

pi**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm+2.*pi*tm*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+

cos(tm)**3*alam*sin(tm)*tm**2+pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4*alam-l.*pi
*alam*cos(tm)**2*sin(tm)**2-1.*alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-l.*tm**3
*sin(tm)**4*alam-l.*tm**2*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+2.*tm**3*sin(tm)

**2*cos(tm)**2+pi**2*cos(tm)**4*tm-l.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2
-1.*pi**2*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)-l.*pi**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3+pi**

2*sin(tm)**4*tm-2.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**4-l.*cos(tm)**4*tm**3*alam
-1.*pi*alam*sin(tm)**4-2.*pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4+sin(tm)**4*tm

*alam-l.*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm);

dl:=(pi**2*cos(tm)*alf*sin(tm)**2+pi**2*cos(tm)**3*alf+pi*

cos(tm)**3*alam*alf*tm-2.*cos(tm)**3*pi*alf*tm+cos(tm)**2
*pi*sin(tm)*alam*alf+pi*tm*sin(tm)**2*alam*alf*cos(tm)-2 . *

cos(tm)*pi*tm*sin(tm)**2*alf+sin(tm)**3*
alam*alf*pi-1.*cos(tm)**3*tm**2*alam*alf+tm**2*cos(tm)**3*

alf+sin(tm)**2*alam*alf*cos(tm)-1.*cos(tm)*alf*sin(tm)**21.*cos(tm)*tm**2*sin(tm)**2*alam*alf+tm**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**
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2*alf-1.*tm*sin(tm)**3*alam*alf+alam*sin(tm)**3*tm)Ialf/(cos
(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.*sin(tm)**4*tm+tm**3*cos(tm)**4+tm**3*

sin(tm)**4-4.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+tm**2*sin(tm)**4
*alam*pi+2.*tm**2*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2*pi-2.*tm**3*

cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2+tm*
cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+2.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm*pi+2.*pi

**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm+2.*pi*tm*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm) +

cos(tm)**3*alam*sin(tm)*tm**2+pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4*alam-l.*pi
*alam*cos(tm)**2*sin(tm)**2-1.*alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.*tm
**3*sin(tm)**4*alam-l.*tm**2*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+2.*tm**3*

sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+pi**2*cos(tm)**4*tm-l.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3
*tm**2-l.*pi**2*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)-1.*pi**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3+
pi**2*sin(tm)**4*tm-2.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**4-l.*cos(tm)**4*tm**3

*alam-l.*pi*alam*sin(tm)**4-2.*pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4+sin(tm)**4*
tm*alam-l,*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm);

av: = (-1.*cos(tm)*tm**2*sin(tm)**2+tm*sin(tm)**3*alf-l.*tm*
sin(tm)**3+cos(tm)*sin(tm)**2-l.*cos(tm)**3*tm**2-l.*sin(tm)
**3*alf*pi-l.*cos(tm)**2*pi*sin(tm)-1.*cos(tm)*alam*sin(tm)**2

+cos(tm)*tm**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+cos(tm)**3*tm**2*alam+cos(tm)

**3*pi*tm+cos(tm)*pi*tm*sin(tm)**2)/alf/(cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-

1.*sin(tm)**4*tm+tm**3*cos(tm)**4+tm**3*sin(tm)**4-4.*pi*tm**2
*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+tm**2*sin(tm)**4*alam*pi+2.*tm**2*

cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2*pi-2.*tm**3*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)
**2+alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2+tm*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2

+2.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm*pi+2.*pi**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm
+2.*pi*tm*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+cos(tm)**3*alam*sin(tm)*tm**2+pi
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*tm**2*cos(tm)**4*alam-l.*pi*alam*cos(tm)**2*sin(tm)**2-1. *
alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-l.*tm**3*sin(tm)**4*alam-l.*tm**2*
cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+2.*tm**3*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+pi**2*cos (

tm)**4*tm-l.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2-l.*pi**2*cos(tm)**3*

sin(tm)-1.*pi**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3+pi**2*sin(tm)**4*tm-2 . *pi

*tm**2*sin(tm)**4-l.*cos(tm)**4*tm**3*alam-l.*pi*alam*sin(tm)

**4-2.*pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4+sin(tm)**4*tm*alam-l.*sin(tm)**2*
cos(tm)**2*tm);

bv:=-l.*(-1.*cos(tm)*tm**2*sin(tm)**2+tm*sin(tm)**3*alf-l.
*tm*sin(tm)**3+cos(tm)*sin(tm)**2-1.*cos(tm)**3*tm**2-l.

*sin(tm)**3*alf*pi-l.*cos(tm)**2*pi*sin(tm)-l.*cos(tm)*

alam*sin(tm)**2+cos(tm)*tm**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+cos(tm)**3

*tm**2*alam+cos(tm)**3*pi*tm+cos(tm)*pi*tm*sin(tm)**2)/ alf

I(cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.*sin(tm)**4*tm+tm**3*cos(tm)**4+tm
**3*sin(tm)**4-4.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+tm**2*

sin(tm)**4*alam*pi+2.*tm**2*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2

*pi-2.*tm**3*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)
**3*tm**2+tm*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+2.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)

**3*tm*pi+2.*pi**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm+2.*pi*tm*cos(tm)
**3*sin(tm)+cos(tm)**3*alam*sin(tm)*tm**2+pi*tm**2*cos (tm)**4
*alam-l.*pi*alam*cos(tm)**2*sin(tm)**2-l.*alam*cos(tm)*

sin(tm)**3-1.*tm**3*sin(tm)**4*alam-l.*tm**2*cos(tm)**3*

sin(tm)+2.*tm**3*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+pi**2*cos(tm)**4*tm1.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2-l.*pi**2*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)-l.*pi
**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3+pi**2*sin(tm)**4*tm-2 .*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)

**4-1.*cos(tm)**4*tm**3*alam-l.*pi*alam*sin(tm)**4-2.*pi*tm**2
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*cos(tm)**4+sin(tm)**4*tm*alam-l.*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm)*pi ;

cv:=(pi*tm*cos(tm)**2-1.*pi*cos(tm)*sin(tm)+pi*cos(tm)*alf

*sin(tm)+pi*tm*sin(tm)**2-l.*cos(tm)**2*tm**2+cos(tm)**2
*tm**2*alam+cos(tm)*tm*sin(tm)-1.*cos(tm)*alf*tm*sin(tm)-

1.*tm**2*sin(tm)**2+sin(tm)**2*alf+tm**2*alam*sin(tm)**21.*alam*sin(tm)**2)*sin(tm)/alf/(cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-l .*
sin(tm)**4*tm+tm**3*cos(tm)**4+tm**3*sin(tm)**4-4.*pi*tm

**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+tm**2*sin(tm)**4*alam*pi+2.*tm
**2*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2*pi-2.*tm**3*cos(tm)**2*alam

*sin(tm)**2+alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2+tm*cos(tm)**2*
alam*sin(tm)**2+2.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm*pi+2.*pi**2*sin(tm)

**2*cos(tm)**2*tm+2.*pi*tm*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+cos(tm)**3*
alam*sin(tm)*tm**2+pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4*alam-l.*pi*alam*cos(tm)

**2*sin(tm)**2-l.*alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.*tm**3*sin(tm)**4

*alam-l.*tm**2*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+2.*tm**3*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)
♦*2+pi**2*cos(tm)**4*tm-l.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2-l.*pi**2*
cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)-l.*pi**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3+pi**2*sin(tm)

**4*tm-2.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**4-l.*cos(tm)**4*tm**3*alam-l.*pi*
alam*sin(tm)**4-2.*pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4+sin(tm)**4*tm*alam-l.

*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm);

dv:=-l.*(cos(tm)**2*tm*pi**2*sin(tm)+pi**2*cos(tm)*alf*sin
(tm)**2-l.*pi**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**2+pi**2*tm*sin(tm)**3

+cos(tm)**3*pi*tm-l.*cos(tm)**2*pi*sin(tm)+pi*cos(tm)**2*

alam*sin(tm)*tm**2-l.*cos(tm)**2*tm**2*pi*sin(tm)+2.*
cos(tm)*pi*tm*sin(tm)**2-1.*cos(tm)*pi*tm*sin(tm)**2*alf-
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1.*pi*alam*sin(tm)**3+pi*alam*sin(tm)**3*tm**2-l.*tm**2*

sin(tm)**3*pi-l.*cos(tm)**3*tm**2+cos(tm)**3*tm**2*alam1.*cos(tm)*alam*sin(tm)**2-l.*cos(tm)*tm**2*sin(tm)**2+
cos(tm)*tm**2*alam*sin(tm)**2+cos(tm)*sin(tm) **2-1.*tm*

sin(tm)**3+tm*sin(tm)**3*alf)/alf /(cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.

*sin(tm)**4*tm+tm**3*cos(tm)**4+tm**3*sin(tm)**4-4.*pi*tm
**2*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+tm**2*sin(tm)**4*alam*pi+2 .*tm**2

*cos(tm)**2*alam*sin(tm)**2*pi-2.*tm**3*cos(tm)**2*alam*

sin(tm)**2+alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2+tm*cos(tm)**2*alam*
sin(tm)**2+2.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm*pi+2.*pi**2*sin(tm)**2*

cos(tm)**2*tm+2.*pi*tm*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+cos(tm)**3*alam*
sin(tm)*tm**2+pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4*alam-l.*pi*alam*cos(tm)**2*

sin(tm)**2-l.*alam*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3-1.*tm**3*sin(tm)**4*alam
-1.*tm**2*cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)+2.*tm**3*sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2+

pi**2*cos(tm)**4*tm-l.*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3*tm**2-l.*pi**2*
cos(tm)**3*sin(tm)-1.*pi**2*cos(tm)*sin(tm)**3+pi**2*sin (tm) **4

*tm-2.*pi*tm**2*sin(tm)**4-1.*cos(tm)**4*tm**3*alam-l.*pi*alam
*sin(tm)**4-2.*pi*tm**2*cos(tm)**4+sin(tm)**4*tm*alam-l.*
sin(tm)**2*cos(tm)**2*tm);
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APPENDIX C

COORDINATE
TRANSFORMATIONS
In Chapter 5, an expression was derived for the difference in the integration constants

of the pressures (Eq. 5.15). It was noted that a coordinate transformation was required
to evaluate the pressure at the indicated x and y locations because the stream function
is a function of r and <j>, where as the terms in the derived equation are for a x-y
coordinate system. This appendix gives the equations for the transformations of the
velocity components and the velocity gradient components.

C.l

Velocity Components

The x and y velocity components are given by

/ \
(«,„), = -grsmW+

cos(</>)
r ,

(C.l)

sin(<£)
r ,

gFc°sW+

(C.2)

where from the assumed solution to the stream function, Eq. 3.22,
d^ilV
=
dr

+ B,tV) cos(^) +

+ £>(,„) sin(<^),

dV,,v
= r[(X|,„ + C/,„0 + D(,„) cos(<£) + (G,„ d<t>
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AitV<f> -

B,tV) sin(^)].

(C.3)
(C.4)

C.2

Velocity Gradients

The x and y velocity gradients are given by
d
dx

\ drd(j)

(. z
cos(</>)
sin(</>) +
\ dr2
drd(/)
r
sin(</>) +

9 (

\

d^i,v

cos(</>) +

(d2^l,v •

d2$ifV cos(</>)
d(/>2

, W/,vCos(<^)

• ZJI\ +__
,
/JIX +-, <92^,vCOs(</>)
Slnw
cosw
-

d,

\

d^i>v cos(<ft)
dd
r2

cos(</>) —

d^ifV sin(</>)\ sin(</>)
d(/>

S4'i,vcos(^)\
> r2 ) SmW+
d$i'V sin(</>)\ cos(</>)
d(f> r I
r

d(/)

\

(C.6)

( d2^i,v
, d2|fi,„sin(^) d'S,^ sin(^)
= I —^-cos(^) + -5^7—--------- ^7---- — | cos(^)drd(j) r
d(f>
r2

d2*i,v cosW +, _
d*'.° sl• „W+, d2^ijV sin(</>) + d$i,v cos(</>)\ sin(</»)
_
9 f

(C.5)

(C.7)

f d2^/,v
Z1A , 9$i,v sin(</>)
dty,v sin(<^ .
= (y-^2- COSW + Q^—r------- sin«+

9^^
sja , 9®i,v • zjl\ , d2^ sin(<£)
dty,v cos^)^ cos(</>)
ly wcosW + “arsinW+r +
J
r

(

(C.8)

where from the assumed solution to the stream function,
d2<S,,v
= 0,
dr2
9^i,v
— (A,v + G,u^ + A,J cos(</>) + (C/)V —
drd(/>

(C.9)
AijV(/>

— BiyV) sin(</>),

d2%t
= r[(2Ci)V - AiyV(/) - BifV) cos(</>) - (2A/,V + Qv</> + A,v) sin(</>)].
d<f>2
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(C.10)

(C.ll)

